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material acceleration vector 
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Po 

p 

a point located by r 
a region of the deformed continuum 

the displacement of a point at R 

parametric coordinates at Po and P 

a volume element of Bo 

a volume element of B 

a line element along 6i in Bo 

a base vector at Po 

the basis spanning the space R 

a base vector reciprocal to G. 
~ 

the basis reciprocal to {G.} 
~ 

the KRONECKER Delta 

a surface element on the surface ei = Constant in 8o 

the magnitude of dS. 
~ 

the directed derivative 

a line element along ei in 8 

a base vector at P 

the basis spanning the space r<R> 

a base vector reciprocal to g. 
~ 

the basis reciprocal to {g.} 
~ 

a surface element on the surface ai = Cor.stant in 8 

the magnitude of dS. 
~ 

the mass density at R 

the mass density at r 
an arbitrary line element at Po 
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elF an arbitrary I ine element at P 

l the identity tensor 

E the strain tensor 

G. . components of the metric tensor in R 
l.J 

-g.. components of the metric tensor in r 
l.J 

E.. covariant components of the str~a in tensor E 
l.J 

'l. a stress vector on a surface <ei> or <ei + dei> 
J. 

o an arbitrary stress tensor 

0 
n 

an arbitrary stress vector on a surface defined by 

o<-> a str~ess vector on a sur~face defined by -e 
n n 

~T a force vector on a surface ~5 

t. a force vector corresponding to the str·ess .t. 
J. 1 

elf the net force acting on the elemental volume dv 

1 body force intensity per unit (deformed) volume 

u# the displacement IT plus oU 

n a sma II rea I number 

z a vector such that nz = oU 

ei a unit vector eel linear with g~ 
= 
T the CAUCHY-GREEN "true" stress tensor 

Tij contrava.r iant components of T 

T. a force vector on a surface of normal gi 
J. 

S the TREFFTZ stress tensor 

sij contravariant components of'S 

N a unit normal to the surface S of 80 

T a stress vector on S 
n 

vi i i 

e 
n 



st the portion of son which 'Tn is pr·escribed 

S the portion of Son which U is prescribed 
u 

u~ the strain ener·gy density function 

U8 the (total) strain energy of a volume V 

V8 the potential function for surface stresses 

(l the sum of U8 and V8 
( "tota I· potentia I energy") 

T* n the prescribed stresses on st 
U* the prescribed displacements on S 

u 

ll8 the functional of the Potential Energy Principle 

U~ the classical complementary strain energy density function 

Tie the functional of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle 

ne infinitesimal version of rr -
We the complementary strain energy of the CROTTI Theorem 

We complementary work for a particle 

He the L I BOVE cornp I e;nentary strain energy 

Qe the LIBOVE total .complementary (potential) energy 

r~ a point of prescribed loca·tion after deformation 
~ 

-r -F1 the discrete force at rJ 

= C the CAUCHY-GREEN (left) deformation tensor 

n the MASUR complementary strain energy density function 

r* prescribed location field (r* = R + U*> 

U .1 . "covariant" d i sp I acement derivative 
J ~ 

ujl. as above 
~ 

Tij contravariant components of the Lagrange stress tensor 

W~ the Levinson complementary strai_n energy density function 
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f the deformation gradient 

U the displacement gradient or Lagrange strain tensor 
= 
T the Lagrange stress tensor 

! a potential (energy density) function 

6,I,h,1 tensor-valued functions of tensors 

U~ the present complementar-y strain energy density function 

r--1 the tensor rec J p roc a I to r 

K a constant vector 
:-= 

V the left stretch tensor 

W the right stretch tensor 

l the finite rotation tensor 

B the CAUCHY-GREEN (right) deformation tensor 

E a strain measure based on B .. 
D a mixed deformation tenso1~ 

1'* a tensor which differs from r by a rotation 

Ei,E2 unit vectors in a Cartesian frame 

B a numerical parameter 

{a,b} a set of real positive or real negative numbers 
= 
F a solenoidal tensor 

w,y tensor-valued functions of tensors 

J,m tensor-valued functions of tensors 

T a function of T and r 
t an energy density function 
= 
T a stress tensor 

uc the total complementar·y energy (volume integral of U~> 
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ut 
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x 
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a redundant force in a finite elastic system 

the MASUR formulation of the CROTTI energy 

the undeformed length of a unidimensional element 

the undeformed area of a unidimensional element 

the location of the end-points of a unidimensional element 

stress magnitudes in a unidimensional continuum 

displacement-related magnitudes (unidimensional) 

material constants 

a stress parameter related to S 

stress parameters reI ated to T 

elongation of a unidimensional element (LIBOVE) 

elongation of a unidimensional element (this work) 

displacement-related magnitudes (unidimensional) 

a material constant 

a genera I stress-reI ated tensor varia b I e 

a general displacement-related tensor variable 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work establishes the general Principle of Complementary 

Potentia I Energy, for the case of finite deformations of a genera I 

elastic continuum, in which the Lagrange stress tensor· is employed as 

the stress tensor variable. 

It is demonstrated that the nature of the Lagrange stress 

tensor is such that constitutive relations which are formulated in 

Terms of this tensor and the deformation gradient wil I admit inversion. 

The form of the Pr inc i pIe \'lh i ch has been proposed by LEV I NSON, based 

on the hypothesis of a similar constitutive inversion in terms of the 

Lagrange stress tensor and the Lagrange strain tensor Cor d i sp I a cement 

gradient), is examined. It is then established that, as the constitu

tive inversion has been sho\'m to be possible, LEVINSON'S Theorem is a 

valid formulation of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle. The 

complementary strain energy density function of the LEVINSON Theorem, 

constructed as a legendre transformation on the conjugate tensor 

variables of that theorem (i.e., the Lagrange str·ess and displacement 

gradient), is examined, and it is determined that this energy density 

is a function of the rigid-body rotations of the displacement field. 

The complementary strain energy density of the pr·esent theorem, 

constructed as a Legendre transformation on the Lagrange stress tensor 

and the deformation gradient, is then a I so examined, and it is 

established that this energy density function is independent of any 



rigid displacements. Thus, the complementary strain energy density of 

the present theorem satisfies all pertinent requirements in order to 

qualify as the basis for the constitutive relations of an elastic 

medium. It is noted, however, that due to the nature of the Lagrange 

tensor variables in the LEVINSON formulation, a constitutive relation 

based on an energy density which is a function of rigid rotations does 

not constitute an error in the theot'·em. It is, at most, an inconveni

ence. Yet, as the present theorem avoids this condition, the Lagrange 

stress tensor and the deformation gradient are considered to represent 

the appropriate conjugate tensor variables for the formulation of the 

Principle. 

The admissibility conditions for the stress tensor are pro

nounced, and CAUCHY'S second axiom of motion is developed in a direct 

tensorial form which does not requir-e the explicit use of reciprocal 

base vectors of the deformed configuration. Consequently, both CAUCHY 

axioms of motion (in this case, stress and stress-couple or "moment" 

equi I ibrium) are established in a form \'lhich is amenable to a stress 

function approach to the problem. The relationship of the present 

statement of the Principle to the other formulations, as given by 

MASUR, LEVINSON and REISSNER, is examined, and it Is demonstrated that 

the four formulations arise as a consequence of the various possible 

expressions for the strain energy density function. 

The general form of the Principle is reduced to the form 

appropriate to finite elastic systems, or systems of discrete forces. 

In this case, the complementary strain energy of the LEVINSON Theorem 
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is established as the energy of the CROTTI Theorem (often denoted as 

"CASTIGLIAN0 1S Principle"), and consequently, LEVINSON'S energy is 

shown to represent the true finite counterpart of the complementary 

strain energy of the Infinitesimal theory. Thus, it is established 

that LEVINSON'S Theorem represents the generalization of the CROTTI 

Theorem to continuous stress systems, in finite elasticity. The 

present theorem is proven to reduce direc-tly to, and therefore to con

tain as a special case, the LIBOVE Theorem for finite elastic systems: 

also, the present theorem admits a simple relationship to the CROTTI 

Theorem, while retaining the property of independence of rigid 

rotations. Thus, the present theorem is shown to represent the direct 

generalization of the LIBOVE Theorem to continuous stress systems. 

It has been necessary, in order to avoid confusion, to refer 

to the theorem constructed In terms of the Lagrange stress tensor and 

the displacement gradient as "LEVINSON'S Theorem", while denoting the 

theorem formu I ated in tenns of the Lagr;:,nge stress tensor and the 

deformation gradient as "the present theorem" (a policy which is 

followed throughout this work>. However, it is proposed that the 

ter·minology "LEVINSON'S Theorem" be employed hereafter to describe the 

Complementary Potential Energy Principle in which "the Lagrange stress 

tensor is employed with either kinematic variable, as LEVINSON was the 

firs-t to propose the construction of the Principle in terms of this 

stress tensor. 
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CHAPTER I 

The Energy Principles 

1.1. THE VIRTUAL WORK PRINCIPLE 

The general Principle of Virtual Work, which provides the 

foundation upon which much of the structure of non-relativistic 

mechanics may be constructed, yields for an elastic continuum, the 

Potential Energy Principle and its dual, the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle. 

1.1.1. Historical and Intuitive Development 

The most primitive mathematical criterion of equi I ibrium o·f two 

gravitational forces, F1 and F2, acting upon a rigid horizontal lever, 

may have been known to ARISTOTELES Cor "ARISTOTLE": 384-322 B.C.), 

and would then have been expressed in the traditional Hellenic 

dimensionless form 

{1.1.1.-1} 

In this relation, U1 and U2 denote the vertical displacements of the 

lever at the points of application of the forces F1 and F2, respec-

tively. 

This relationship could be expressed as a "work" equation, 

.{1.1.1.-2} 

or in contemporary vector form, 
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'{1.1.1.-3} 

and it is noted that a fonm similar to that of {I .I .1.-2} was well 

known to HERON (or "HERO": c»r.ca 60 A.D.>, a Hellenistic mathe-

matician and engineer who possessed a considerable mastery of the 

"work principle". 

The concept of V~ Wo~k, produced by actual forces and 

v~al displacements, was employed by Galilee GALILEit (1564-1642), 

Rene DESCARTES de PERRON ( 1596-1650), Evangelista TORRICELLI ( 1608-

1647), Christiaan HUYGENS de ZUYLEN (1629-1695), and others. It was 

not until 1715, however, that the first mathematical formulation of 

the Virtual Work Principle for a discrete force system was given.* 

Johann BERNOULLI (1667-1748), in a letter to Pierre VARIGNON (1654-

1722), gave a formulation which would appear as 

F1 • ou1 = o ·{1.1.1.-4} 

in contemporary vector summation terminology. The system of discrete 

forces is represented here as F., and oU. denotes the corresponding 
~ ~ 

set of compatible virtual displacements of the body. Inherent in 

this formulation is the requirement that Fi - F1<R> represents a 

set of forces, each of which is a continuous function of the space, 

R. 

Referring to the quantity F. • oU. as the Virtual Work oW, 
~ ~ 

t References are given chronologically in the bibliography. 
* Refer to Historical Notes, page C-19, Appendix C. 
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then 

oW -- F. • oU. = 0 
l. l. 

'{1.1.1.-5} 

In the event that the system under consideration is a (hypothetical) 

JUg.id continuum with applied surface stresses T and a body force 
11 

intensity F per unit volume, then the above relation could be given 

as 

6W = f r T
0 

• 6U dS + J J lf • 6IT dV = 0 .Is v 
{I • I • I • -6} 

where S designates the bounding surface of the volume V of the 

continuum, and is the surface upon which the applied stresses T
11 

are 

assumed to ad. 

Jacob BERNOULLI ( 1654-1705) and later Jean leRond D'ALEMBERT 

(1717-1783) postulated that each force F. could be resolved into two 
l. 

distinct, separate parts: the applied or "assigned" force and the 

constraining force. Joseph Jean-Baptiste FOURIER (1768-1830) postu

lated, following BERNOULLI and D'ALEMBERT, that any force F. could be 
l. 

represented as a superposition of forces: 

+ 
-(b) F. 

l. 
+ F.(c) 

l. 
{1.1.1.-7} 

where F .<a> denotes the assigned force, F.Cb> denotes the b i I atera I or 
l. l. 

"reversible" constraining force which is a continuous function of R, 

and y:_<c) designates the unilateral or "irreversible" constraining 
l. 

force which is a discontinuous function of R. 

In 1798, FOURiER further postulated his celebrated Fourier 
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Inequality which stated, essentially, that the virtual work perforn~d 

by the unilateral constraining forces is always equal to, or greater 

than, zero. Thus, 

-(c) ~-F. • vU. 
l. l. 

~ 0 . { I • I • I • -8} 

in which case, 

f.<a) ., cu. + F~b) • oiJ. - -F.(c) • cu. ~ 0 
l. l. l. l. l. l. 

. {I. I. I .-9} 

or, introducing the term i no I ogy oW to denote a II vi rtua I \'lork excC?.p:t 

that which is produced by the unilateral constraining forces, then 

-·(a) - -(b) ,_ 
oW = F. • cU. + F. • cSU. ~ 0 

l. l. l. l. 
.{1.1.1.-10} 

For the case of the rigid continuum, the equivalent assumption 

appears as 

T = r<a> + TCb) + r<c) 
n n n n 

{1.1.1.-11} 

and it follows that 

6W = J J T ~a) • W" dS + J f i~bJ • OU dS 

5 5 

+ J J r ~cJ • orr ds 
s . 

.{1.1.1.-12} 

and so, 

ow = J[ T~a) • orr ds + Jjr ~b> • oU ds + 
• 5 s 

J J J r · orr dV " o 
v 

.{1.1.1.-13} 
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since 

.{1.1.1.-14} 

in accordance with the Fourier Postulate. 

However, whether the "discrete force" form or the "rigid 

continuum" form of this relationship is employed, the fact remains 

that for bilateral systems (systems without unilateral constraining 

forces), the d i sp I acemeilt oU and the reversed d i sp I a cement -oU must 

yield the same result. Therefore, both 

ow = F.<a} • oU + F~b) • ou ~. 0 
~ ~ 

.{1.1.1.-15} 

and ow r!a> • <-oft> -(b) c-oU> 0 = + F. • ~ l. l. 

i.e. ow = - ( F {a> • oU + -(b) 0-- ] F. • U 
~ 

~ 0 {1.1.1.-16} 

must be true. This is, of course, generally possible if and only if 

ow = f~a) • oU + F ~b> ~ oiT = o 
~ l. 

.{1.1.1.-17} 

This result represents the celebrated Virtual ~Jork Principle for bi-

lateral constraint systems. In this formulation, it is assumed that 

the system is static or moving l'tii-h a constant velocity, and consists 

only of a rigid body (or sy!;;tem of bodies). The corresponding result 

for the rigid continuum would appear as 

+ JJJr·oiTdv = o 
v 

.{1.1.1.-18} 
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where the distributed stresses act in the capacity of the discrete 

forces of the previous representation. It is observed that this 

equation may be given as 

6W • J J: T n • 6IT dS + J J I: • 6IT dv = 0 {1.1.1.-19} 

if it is stipulated that T is to specify only a bilateral stress n 

system. 

In the event that the system is not a static (or constant 

velocity) one, the effects of acceleration, in the form of apparent 

forces, must be considered. Following the concepts of HUYGENS, Jacob 

BERNOULLI (especially), EULER, D'ALEMBERT, and Lazare CARNOT, the 

apparent or inertia forces F(i) are considered "ordinary" forces, 

-(a) -(b) such as F and F , and are considered equipollent to the reversed 

material acceleration for the given unit mass of the system. Thus, 

for a system of constant mass, 

d [ dr] = - Cit m Tt = -mr . { I • I • I • -20} 

defines the apparent or inertia force in terms of the mass m and the 

material acceleration r of the body with respect to an inertial frame 

of reference. 

The Virtual Work Principle for discrete forces acting on a 

rigid body unde~ bilateral constraint conditions therefore becomes, 

in the general form 

ow = F'!a> • o1J. 
J J 

-Cb> -+ F. • cSU. 
J J 

-Ci> -+ F. • oU. 
J J 

= 0 {I .I • I • -21 } 
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and the corresponding result for a rigid continuum appears as 

6W = J Jsr~a> · 6u ds + ffsr~bl • 6U dS 

+ J J ~F • 6U d.V + J J i C-dm ; • 6UJ = 0 {I. I. I .-22} 

The foregoing discussion represents the historical and 

Intuitive approach to the Virtual Work Principle for (hypothetical) 

non-deformable bodies. 

1.1.2. Formal Development 

The fundamental postulate of the Virtual Work Principle is as 

follows. 

Folt a non-holonomic., Jtheonomic. .&y.&:tem, :the nec.U>.&a.Jty and 

.&u6fiiden:t c.oncUUon 6olt a dynami.c. .&:tate o6 :the .&y.&:tem :to exi.&:t i.-6 

that: :the woltk peJL6ollmed by :the 6oJtc.e .&y.&:tem o6 :the dynami.c. .&:tate, 

oveJt a.ny ac:lrn,U,.&ible vWual. cU6plac.eme.ntl.> which Me .(mpo.&ed on :that 

.&:tate, i.-6 equal :to Olt f.e-&.6 :than ZeltO: oW~ 0. 

In the enunciation of this principle, a non-holonomlc system 

is defined as one in which the forces are polygenic (i.e., cannot be 

derived from a single scalar function>; a holonomic system is, there-

fore, one in which the forces are monogenic. A rheonomlc system is 

defined as one in which the total energy of the system is not 

constant with respect to time; a system in which the total energy is 

conserved is then called scleronomic. Furthermore, the apparent or 

inertia force of the dynamic state is postulated, following Jacob 
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BERNOULLI, to be equipollent to the reversed material acceleration for 

the given unit mass with respect to an inertial frame of reference. 

An admissible virtual displacement shall be construed to 

signify, in the most general sense, a displacement which is: 

(a) hypothetical 

(b) of such a magnitude that terms of the order of 

its square Cor higher) may be considered 

negligible, in comparison with the quantity 

itself 

(c) instantaneously applied. 

The most general (non-holonomic and rheonomic) system, as given in 

the postulate, may be subject to reduction to a more restricted 

system, if desired. The statement of the principle remains exactly 

as given above for systems which are: non-holonomic and scleronomic, 

holonomic and rheonomic, and holonomic and scleronomlc. In conjunc

tion with the latter case, if an admissible virtual displacement, in 

addition to satisfying the criteria (a), (b) and (c) above, is also 

required to be 

(d) compatible with the kinematic constraints of 

the system 

(e) bilateral or "reversible" 

then the general statement appears as follows. 

Fo.lt a ho'tonomic., .6ci..eJr..on01'1'J,[c. .6y.6.tem, the nec.eMaJty and 

.6«66-i..c.ien:t c.oncUtion 6oJt a dynamic. .6.tlvte · o6 the .6y.6:tem :to exi.6t ..i.6 

:that: the woJtk pVi.fioJuned by :the 6oJtc.e .6y.6:tem o6 the dynamic. .6:ta;te, 



oveJt any a.clmi1,.6ible vWu.a.l cU6pla.c.ement6 which Me .imp0.6ed on .thtrt 

!>:tate, mU6.t va.ni.6h: oW = 0. 

Since this statement of the Virtual Work Principle restricts 

the system to a holonomic one, and since the apparent or inertia 

force is polygenic, such a force should be excluded from the "force 

system" mentioned in the general statement. That is, the system 

under consideration should be a static or constant velocity one. 

However, as a time-integration procedure may be implemented to avoid 

this difficulty in the case of the apparent force, such forces wil I 

be admitted: the "scleronomic and holonomic" system wil I then be 

understood to include systems which are "scleronomic and reducible-

to-holonomic". 

12 

The Virtual Work Principle, as given above for admissible 

virtual displacements [which satisfy all five conditions (a) to (el], 

may be expressed mathematically for a continuum, as follows. ConsideG 

in Fig. 1.1.2.-1 below, a point Po in the undeformed bodyt Bo. This 

point is denoted as P in the deformed body B (after Bo has been 

subjected to a displacement field U>; thus Po and P represent the same 

material point in two different states or configurations of the body. At 

Po and at P, there exists a system of curvilinear parametric 

coordinates e1 , e2 , e3 which define an elemental volume dV at Po and 

and dv at P. The elements dV and dv are, therefore, infinitesimal 

curvilinear parallelepipeds which are bounded by the surfaces 

t The "body" denotes an arbitrary, finite region of the space 
occupied by a continuum at some time, t. 
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Before an exam l nation of the for-ces acting on the e I ement dv 

may be conducted, it is necessary to establish certain (differential) 

gcom~trical relationships of the system shown in Fig. 1.1.2.-1. 

e' 

· F I GURE I • I • 2 ~ -I 

A I ine element along parametric coordinate ei in the unde-

formed configuration Bo may be represented as dR., where 
~ 
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c!R. 
1 

.{1.1.2.-1} 

where the underscored Indices indicate no ~ummation on those indices 

(indices not so designated are summed over the range I, 2, 3, as 

usual). The independent base vectors G. of the directed base· {G.} 
1 1 

are thus prescribed as 

G. 
1 

. {1.1.2.-2} 

Jn terms of the position vector Rand coordinate ei. The reciprocal 

-i base vectors G define the set of independent base vectors which must, 

by definition, satisfy the relationship 

-i -G • G. 
J 

= 0~ 
J 

'{1.1.2.-3} 

where o~ denotes the KRONECKER delta. Therefore, the reciprocal 
J 

directed base is specified explicitly as: 

(31 1-
X G3 = ,IG' G2 

(32 1-
X Gl = ,IG' G3 . { I • I • 2 • -4 } 

G3 1-
X G2 = IGG1 

where IG = Gl. G2 X G3 = Gl X G2. G3 {1.1.2.-5} 

A differential surface element dS1 on the surface 81 = Constant 

may then be obtained as 
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c{Sl = cfR,_ X cfR3 = <G,. x G3 >de2da' 

or c!Sl = G1/Gdo 2 de 3 

Similarly, c!S2 = W1Gde 1de 3 . { I. I. 2 • -6} 

and c!S3 = G3/G'da 1de 2 

for the surfaces 92 and 93
• The magnitude of any surface element 

<the differential area> may be found directly from {1.1.2.-6} as 

ciS. = 
l. 

clS. 
l. 

- rTi:GGii dOjdek (. 4 • .t k) . {I I " 7} {GG==. l. r J r • ·' .-

where G
ii --i -i = G-• G-

An element of volume dV may then be calculated as 

or, by virtue of {1.1.2.-5}, 

Finally, the dir~cted derivative is expressed as 

and is sometimes denoted as V< ), which is then cal led the 

HN41LTONIAN form of the operator. 

. { I • I • 2. -8} 

. {1.1.2.-9} 

{1.1.2.-10} 

A line element along parametric coor·dinate ei in the deformed 

body B may be represented as clr., where 
l. 



ar. 
~ 

-di g. e-
!.. 
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'{1.1.2.-11} 

and the independent base vectors g. of the directed base {9·.} are 
~ ~ 

therefore prescribed as 

or, since 

then 

g. 
~ 

r = R + u 

. {I.' .2.-12} 

. {1.1.2.-13} 

. {1.1.2.-14} 

-i The independent reciprocal base vectors g satisfy the 

requirement 

-i g • g. 
. J = 0~ 

J 

and therefore appear, similar to the undeformed case, as 

"::"lg - 1-g x-g - 19 2 3 

729 - 1-g x-g - 19 3· 1 

-a l.-
9 : . /g 91 X 92 

where 19 : 91 • 92 X 93 = 91 X 92 • 93 

A differential surface element clS1 on the su.rface 

61 = Constant may then be obtained as 

. (1.1.2.-15} 

{1.1.2.-16} 

{1.1.2.-17} 
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or 

Similarly, . {1.1.2.-18} 

and 

Finally, an element of volume dv is calculated as 

or, by virtue of {1.1.2.-17}, 

. {I • I . 2.-20} 

Sevet~a I important reI a-t ionsh ips may be constructed to rei ate 

the deformed and the undeformed states. If po and p denote the mass 

densities in the undeformed and the deformed states, respectively, 

then 

dm 
Po - dV and elm 

p :: Tv '{1.1.2.-21} 

Consequently, if mass is conserved in the deformation, as is assumed 

here, then 

podV = pdv = dm {1.1.2.-22} 

or poiG' = pig . { I • I. 2 • -23} 

which is known as the Equation of Continuity. This may also be 
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expressed as 

{ 1.1 .2.-24} 

which is an implicit form of the Equation of Continuity. 

Another relation between the two states is the comparison of 

lin~ elements in the undeformed and the deformed configurations. An 

arbitrary I ine element dr in the deformed state may be given as 

- i elF = g .de 
l. 

and in the undeformed state, as dR, where 

. {I • I . 2.-25} 

. { I . I . 2.-26} 

.Then the magnitudes dr • dr and dR • dR, representing the squares of 

ldrl and ldRI, respectively, differ by the amount 

ra a- or ()rR() __ (()()Rr)c where --- represents the tensor conjugate to ~ 
()R ()R 

where the subscript "c" denotes the conjugate. 

The previous relation may be written in a form In which the 

dot products with dR are extracted, i.e., 

clr. clr - clR. c£R = dR. [ar • ra - r] . dR 
()R ()R 

{1.1.2.-27} 
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or . {1.1.2.-28} 

where -= ()R 
1 = {1.1.2.-29} 

denotes the identity tensor, and 

= 1[ar ra ] 
E = 2 aR • ClR - 1 . { I • I. 2 • -30} 

denotes the strain tensor for the deformation. Therefore, since 

and 1 

so that 

where 

then 

where 

Also, 

= 

ar 
()R 

l•1 

== 1 

= 

= 

-i ar-
G -. = 

ae~ 

= 

ClR a'R ClR RCl -·- = -•-
ClR ClR a'R ()R 

= 

-iG g. 
~ 

-i-j 
g •• G G 
~J 

-i- --j G G. • G .G 
~ J 

(- - )-i-j G •• GiGj G. •G. G G = 
~ J ~J 

g •. = g. •g. 
~J ~ J 

and G •• = G.•G. 
~J ~ J 

E = E ~ = 1(g - G )~ rs 2 rs rs 

E. • = G .G. : E = G .G. : E 
~J ~ J J ~ 

{1.1.2.-31} 

. { I • I • 2. -32} 

and the functions E .. are the symmetric covariant components of the 
~J 

strain tensor E, referred to the reciprocal directed base. 

The forces acting on the element dv In the deformed state may 

now be examined (the element dV, being in the undeformed state, is of 



little interest at present). Consider the element dv as shown in 

Fig. 1.1.2.-2. 

FIGURE 1.1.2.-2 

The forces on the surfaces ai =Constant are denoted as -t.<ei>ds., 
.;!;.. !.. 

where the surface area ds. is given as 
l. 
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r-iT' . k 
ds. = IdS. I = /gg~ deJda 

l. l. 
j # i # k 

{1.1.2.-33} 

and -t.(a!> indtcates the stress vector on the surface, an external 
!. 

normal to which is -gi. This follows directly from the CAUCHY Stress 

Principle, 
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a= e•a n n 
. {I. 1.2.-34} 

where a represents a stress tensor, and a denotes the stress vector 
n 

on a surface, the unit normal to which is e • That is, if cr<-> . n n 

denotes the stress vector on a surface, the unit normal to which is 

-e then n' 

-(-) - - -
a = < -e > • a = -< e • a> = -a n n n n {1.1.2.-35} 

Similarly, the forces on the surfaces ai+dei =Constant are 

~ i i i i denoted as ~.ca-+de->ds., and "I;.ce-+de-> thus indicates the stress 
.!. .!.. .!. 

vector on the surface, an external normal to which is gi. The stress 

vectors represent, of course, a true measure of the stress, being 

defined in general for a force ~Ton a deno~ed surface area ~s, as 

= elf 
crs {1.1.2.-36} 

Considering {1.1.2.-33}, the forces on the ai- surfaces may 

be written as 

{1.1 .2.-37} 

where "£. = ~z. 
l. l. 

{1.1.2.-38} 

i d i Simi !arty, for t.he ca + a > - surfaces, the forces on these surfaces 

may be given as 

{I . I • 2.-39} 



where t. is prescribed by {1.1.2.-38}. 
~ 

The superposition of forces for the surfaces 

i i ce +de ) = Constant then appears as 
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'{1.1.2.-40} 

or, denoting t.<ei> as I. and employing a TAYLOH ser·ies expansion, 
~ ~ 

elf. = 
~ 

Neglecting infinitesimals of the second order or higher, then 

elf. 
~ 

. { I • I. 2 • -4 I } 

Consequently, the superposition of all these forces acting on the 

elemental volume dv appears as 

elf = cffl + cff2 + cffa 

so 
[at, at2 ats l 

elf = + + - de1de 2de 3 

ae 1 ae2 ae 3 J 
a 'f. 

df = ~- de 1da 2de 3 {1.1.2.-42} 
ae~ 

or 

Two other ·forces are present in the e I ement, name I y the body 

force and the apparent or inertia force (considered in the capacity 

of an ordinary force, in conjunction with the Jacob BERNOULLI 

concept). These forces, like elf, are considered to act, in the limit, 
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at the centroid of the elemental volume. Denoting the body force 

as 1 dv, where 1 represents the body force intensity in the deformed .. 
volume, and the apparent force as -r drn for the element of constant 

mass, then 

.. .. 
cff + 1 dv + <-r dm> <-r elm> 

. { I • I • 2 • -4 3} 

represents the superposition of alI forces acting on the element. 

Since 

and 

as previously noted, then {1.1.2.-43} may be given as 

cff + 1 dv + 
.. 

<-r drn> [

a'£ . 
"' -~ + 119 + a a~ <-~ plg'>}e'de'de' 

. { I • I • 2 • -44} 

Consider now that the deformed configuration is subjected to 

an admissible virtual displacement, oU. That is, let it be assumed 

that the elemental volume, originally located (in the undeformed 

state) at R, at time to= 0, instead of being subjected to the dis

placement U<e 1 ,a2 ,e3 ,t>, was instead subjected to the displacement 

TI'<e1 ,e2 ,a 3 ,t), where 

ul' = u + oiT . {I • I. 2.-45} 

That the admissible virtual displacement oUmust be instantaneous and 
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compatible with the kinematic constraints of the system, fs readily 

"{ } ..JI - - -observed from 1.1.2.-45, for U = U + oU and U must represent two 

kinematically possible displacements during the same time, t. 

From· {I .I .2.-45}, ou is given as 

otT = i! - u 

and this may be written as 

otT = rl' - u = n'Z {I • I • 2 • -4 6} 

where T) represents a rea I number, such that <n~ n 3 , • • • ) << n, 

as required by part (b) of the definition of an admissible virtual 

displacement. Thus, the virtual displacement oU may be identified 

with the (first) variation of the displacement U, In accordance with 

the tenets of the calculus of variations. 

It is noted that this restriction on the magnitude of ciT in 

no way restricts the magnitude of the displacement field U, which may 

be arbitrarily large (but finite). 

The work done by the elemental volume dv, in the course of 

the virtual displacement oU, under the actual forces previously given, 

represents the virtual work of the element, or 

oW<dv) [ 
at. . 

= ~-+7/9+ ael. · <-; p/9>] •Cu de'de2de' 

. {1.1.2.-47} 

This may be written, since dv and dV denote the same elemental volume 

in different states, as 
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oW<dV) = l[ati. . .. ] . 
+ Il9 + <-r pl9> • ou dv · { 1.1 .2.-48} 

IG ae~ 

by virtue of {1.!.2.-24}. The virtual work performed by the entire 

body is then found as the integra I of {I .I .2 .-48} over the undeformed 

volume V (or the integral o{ {1.1.2.-47} over· the deformed volume v, 

if so desired). Thus, the virtual work for the body is obtained as 

6W = JJ J [k :) + F + (-po;>)- 6U dV {1.1.2.-49) 

v . 

where 

denotes the body force intensity per unit volume of the undeformed 

continuum, and Po represents the mass density In that configuration, 

as specified by. {1.1.2.-21}. 

Finally, as oU is an admissible virtual displacement, 

satisfying all criteria <a> to (e) as previously specified, then the 

primary form of the Principle of Virtual Work emerges as 

"{1.1.2.-50} 

Equation· {1.1.2.-50} represents the necessary and sufficient condition 

that the deformed state of the continuum be an actual dynamic state. 

The Virtual Work Principle is frequently written in an 

alternate form. Noting that 

"£. = ,{g"IT. :t. 
~ . !.. 



as previously defined, then consider that the stress vector ~., 
~ 

which prescribes the true stress on the surface which is defined by 

a normal -i . g , IS determined as 
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7 = -c.. -i - -
(e • g.h. .{1.1.2.-51} 

where -i e 

~ J J 

-i g-
/Tr 

{g= 
. {1.1 .2.-52} 

Thus, -i e represents a unit normal vector to the surface, or a unit 

vector which is collinear with g1• Consequently, from· {1.1.2.-51}, 

7 = -c.. 
~ 

-i - -Ce • g.h. 
J J 

-·i --= e • Cg. T.) 
J J 

-i 
= e • T {1.1.2.-53} 

and the quantity 1: is then known as the CAUCHY-GREEN "true" stress 

tensor 

= 
T = g.T. 

~ ~ 

iJ·-= '[ g.g. 
~ J 

{I. 1.2 .-54} 

referred to the directed base {9.} of the deformed state. The 
~ 

symmetric contravariant components Tij thus provide a true measure 

of the state of stress in the continuum. 

It follows from the above, that 

7 1 i]"-
-t.. • = r;-;' ,-- g • 
~ '-~~ J org-

so the vector t. may be expressed as 
~ 

. { 1.1.2.-55} 

{I. 1.2. -56} 
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Now, another stress tensor S is defined, relative to the true stress 

tensor T, such that each component Sij of S (referred to the 

directed base' VG.} of the undeformed state) is related to Lij 
~ 

as 

or 

where or 

Tgl ij 
/GL 

. {1.1.2.-57} 

'{1.1.2.-58} 

{I .1.2.-59} 

The quantities Sij thus describe the state of stress in the deformed 

state of the continuum, but the measure of the stress magnitude is 

given peJL u.rU,t aJr.ea. o6 tiLe. unde.6ollme.d .~>.ta;te.. Thus, Sij, known as 

the TREFFTZ stress components, provide a correct measure of the stress 

when considered with the proper base system: however, as the scalar 

magnitudes of Sij differ from those of Tij, then sij is not 

called a "true" stress. 

The vector t. may now be written as 
~ 

. {1.1.2.-60} 

and the first term in the integrand of the Virtual ~/ork Principle 

· {1.1.2.-50} then becomes 

·
1 

aT. 
~ -

IN-. • ou = 
W'o ae~ 



This expression may be written as 

1 ()tl.. ' 
r-· --{'(; aei • uU 

() ij-- -
- • CS G.g. • oU) 
3R l. J 

iJ"- a CoU> s g •• --;--
. J ael. 

and the Virtual Work Principle then appears as 

ij- acoU> - s g.• --.--
J aei 
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{I .1.2.-61} 

Transforming the first term of the integral by means of the GAUSS 

Divergence Theorem, then ./ 
c ~,;\. , () 

, { I • I • 2 • ···62} 

where S represents the bounding surface of the undeformed volume V, 

and N = N.G1 denotes a unit normal to the surface S. Now, as 
l. 

= N.Sij-g. = ~G N.·rij-g. l. J /G l. J 

then . {1.1.2.-63} 

where T denotes the stress vector on the deformed surface, the unit 
n 

normal to which (in its undeformed position) is N. The stress 



vector T thus measures the stress per unit undeformed area of the 
n 

continuum. 

Furthermore, from the definition of the strain tensor 

· {1.1.2.-31}, it Is observed that 

2E = = (- - _;. G. • -G • )-Gi-Gj g .• g. 
~ . J ~ J 
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Now, as oG. = oGi = 0 for the base vectors of the undeformed state, 
~ 

then 

= 
2oE 

and since 

then 2oE = 

= 

g. 
~ 

= cr. 
~ 

[o(au ·) . -g·. 
ae~ J 

au + 

However, from the definition of oiT as 

-..:fl ou = u - u = r1z 

then 

-- w ij __ sji Therefore, s i nee S = o:> <or S , in component "form), the 
c 

first term in the volume integrand of {1.1.2.-62} becomes 

iJ·- a <oiT> s g .• --=--
J aei 

.... 
= s: oE . {I • 1.2.-64} 
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and the virtual displacement oU is nO\" identified with the formal 

variation of the displacement U. The Virtual Work Principle then 

becomes, in f ina I form 

<-po~ • ou>] dv = o 

. {I • I • 2.-65} 

For static systems, in which the body force· is neglected 

a situation of particular interest in the analysis of defonnable 

bodies -- the Virtual Work Principle appears as 

. {I • I • 2.-66} 

In the entire discussion of the Virtual Work Principle, the 

volume V and the associated bounding surface S have defined a 

hypothetical "body", which was in reality, an arbitrary finite region 

of the geometric space occupied by a continuum at some time, t. Now, 

in the event that the volume V and the surface S prescribe an 

actual boundary (i.e., a true body), t:hen the Vir·tual Work Principle 

is still valid, as no restrictions have been imposed on V or S. 

In this case, however, it may be advantageous to consider the surface 

S as the sum of two surface areas, or 

where St defines that part of the boundar-y on wh!ch there exist 



prescribed stresses T *, and S defines that part of the boundary n u 

on which there exist prescribed displacements U*. 

Then, T ~ T * on 
n n st and ou = ciT* = 0 on S , as there 

u 
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can be no variation of a p!tUcJtl .. bed kinc·matic condition if oU is to 

be compatible with the kinematic constraints of the system. Conse-

quently, the Vi dua I Work PrJ nci pIe may be g lven in the form 

6W = J 1 T0 * • 6U dS - JJI S: 6'E dV = 0 
s . v 

t 

{1.1.2.-67} 

This relation is, of course, also true for the hypothetical 

body (the region of space occupied by the continuum), but is of less 

significance in such a case. 

1.2. THE POTENTIAL ENERGY PRINCIPLE 

Consider the Virtual Work Principle in the form of {1.1.2.-66}, 

for a static or constant velocity system without body force, which 

may then be written as 

. {1.2.-1} 

Now, if tho integrand S: oE may be represented by the total var·ia-

tion of a single scalar function, then the body is said to be el..a.M:.-i .. c.. 

In this case, the Virtual Work Principle yields the Principle of 

Stationary Potential Energy, or briefly, the Potential Energy 

Principle. That is, if there exists a function ut \'thich is known 

as the internal energy density function or the .6buU..n eneJr.gy dent>.ity 



6u.nc.ilon, such that cSU~ = S : oE, then the continuum J s e I ast i c i". 

S i nee E = E. .GiGj, then the tensor (or directed) 
~J 

derivative with respect to E is defined in terms of the base which 

is reciprocal to 

1_( 
a'E 

) 

Thus, 

-- a 
- G.G. ?\FE- ( 

~ J ·oc. •• 
~J 

) . {I. 2 .-2} 
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and the elasticity of the continuum is then prescribed by the relation 

ou~ 
()U5 

= 0 --- aE : - = s : oE 
a'E 

Since U~ is a scalar quantity, then 

and· {1.2.-3} may be written as 

au~ 
-:oi 
a'E 

au~ 
= -- : oE = s : oE 

aE' 

'{1.2.-3} 

. { 1.2 .-4} 

'{1.2.-5} 

It then follows from {1.2.-5} that the constitutive relation 

for an elastic material is given, in terms of the strain tensor and 

the TREFFTZ stress tensor, as 

t This l"'equirement is considered further, in Chapter II. 



or, in terms of components 

s = 
s . auo 

a"E 

s . . auo 
-~-). 

= GG ·- = 
a£ 
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. {I .2 .-6} 

. {1.2.-7} 

Employing {1.2.-5} in· {1.2.-1}, the latter assumes the form 

Reca I I i ng that 

and that oG. = 0, then 
~ 

so it follows that 

. { 1.2 .-8} 

. {I .2 .-9} 

. {1.2 • .:.10} 

s The total strain energy for the body is then denoted as U , where 

. {1.2.-11} 

since it is assumed that U8 = 0 in the undeformed configuration, as 

implied by the absence of a constant in equation {I .2.-10}. 
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From· {1.2.-10} and· {1.2.-IIL it is observed that {1.2.-8} 

may be written as 

or as 

{1.2.-12} 

which is the primary form of the Potential Energy Principle. Equation 

· {1.2.-12} specifies the condition required for the existence of an 

equilibrium state of the deformed configuration of an elastic 

continuum. 

If the surface forces can be derived from a potential energy 

function V8
, such that 

. {1.2.-13} 

then the Principle ensures the equilibrium of the continuum if the 

ft . I (U8 +V8 > tt' I unc 1ona assumes a s a 1onary va ue, or 

'{1.2.-14} 

fiR where :(,. = U8 + V8 represents the total potential energy of the 

system. 

Returning to equation {1.2.-12}, it is seen that a formal 

total variation of Tn~ U yields 
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~ <T • U> = OT • U + T • ciT n n n 
'{1.2.-15} 

and {1.2.-12} therefore becomes 

oU8 - Jiol~'n•UJ ds + JJ~n·IT~ = 0 

s 
.{1.2.-16} 

or 

~tf - oJJ~·n· IT ds + J £o'l'n· IT ds = 0 

s 
{1.2.-17} 

The vi rtua I d i sp I acement cSU is thus identified w i·t·h the forma I 

variation of the vector U (as was previously implemented in the 

derivation of equation {1.1.2,-64}. However, as noted eori ier, this 

is entirely permissible due to the precise definition of an "admissible 

virtual displacement 11 in §1.1.2., above. 

Considering now, that the surface S may be represented as 

the sum of Stand Su, as previously defined, and noting tha~ 

~Tn* = 0 on St and 

as 

or 

oU* = 0 on s, then.{l.2.-·17} may be written 
u 

. {1.2.-19} 

Ther·efore, the Potential Energy Principle shows that equi I ibrium of 

the continuum is ensured if the functional 
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- {I .2 .-20} 

assumes a stationary value. 

The EULER-LAGRANGE equations, obtained from the vanishing of 

the first variation of TI8 , are the stress equilibrium equations 

at. 
J. 0 --... = ae1 

'{1.2.-21} 

t. IG' ij-or, as = G S g., 
l. J 

a <sil9·. > 
J = 0 

ae1 
"{1.2.-22} 

and the natural boundary condition is that the stress vector on St 

must be the prescribed stress vector T *· 
n 

Since the virtual displacement, as an entity, has been re-

placed in the Potential Energy Principle by the variation of the 

displacement field U, it is necessa,~y that U be subjected to 

certain restrictions, in order that oU may retain all the properties 

originally postulated for an admissible virtual displacement. This is 

reflected in the "general statement" of the Potential Energy Principle, 

as follows. 

for admissible displacement fields, i.e., those fields which 

satisfy continuity and which are consistent with tho prescribed dis-

placements, the stresses which are predicted from these fields via 

the constitutive relation of the elastic medium will not satisfy 

equilibrium, nor be consistent with the prescribed stresses, excep1· 



for the admissible displacement field which coincides with the true 

one. For the admissible displacement field which dou coincide with 

the true one, the functional s TI assumes a stationary value. 

Since the strain tensor E is a derived function of U, the 

above general statement may also be phrased in terms of "admissible 

states of strain" as wei I as "admissible displacement fields". 

1.3. THE COMPLEMENTARY POTENTIAL ENERGY PRINCIPLE 

37 

The Principle of Stationary Complementary Potential Energy Is 

a consequent of the Potential Energy Principle, obtained by means of 

a transformation executed on the variables employed. The Compte-

mentary Potential Energy Principle is, however, unlike the Potential 

Energy Principle, a "mathematical entity" which does not represent a 

real physical work principle, although the quantities employed in its 

formulation possess dimensions of work. 

Consider the functional TI8 of the Potential Energy 

Principle 

n• = ffiu~ ~ -Jl~n··Uds 
or, in the form of {1.2.-18} 

where ou~ = s: oE .{1.3.-2} 



Now, if E may be expressed as a function of S, then a Legendret 

transformation on U~ defines a complementary strain energy density 

function ur 

ur = s:"E - u~ '{1.3.-3} 

Therefore, a new functional Tic may be constructed from the 

functional ll8 and the transformation {1.3.-3}. That ts, 

. {I .3. -4} 

where the constitutive relation of the elastic continuum is now pre-

scribed to be 

= 
aur 

GiGj 
aur 

E = = ' { 1.3.-5} 
= asij as 

Since E may be expressed as 

= 1 [- - - -E = -2- 9.;•gJ.-G.•G. .... ~ - J 

as before, then the expansion of this expression in terms of ·{G.} 
~ 

and U is 

t Refer to Historical Notes, page C-19, Appendix C. 

38 
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Therefore, S : E is obtai ned as 

s:'E 1 ij au au + -S --.-•--. 2 aa~ ae3 
. {I .3.-6} 

or, employing the relation 

in {1.3.-6}, then 

=s •• =E sij- au = g .• -.· 
3 aa~ 

'{1.3.-7} 

The functional Tic then becomes 

'{1.3.-8} 

The first term in the volume integrand may be transformed as 

follows: 

ij- -- au S G.g.:-
~ J a'R 

'{1.3.·-9} 
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Therefore, employing the GAUSS Divergence Theorem under the assumption 

of equilibrium in the continuum, the functional Tic assumes the final, 

i rreduc i b I e form 

. {1.3.-10} 

This functional, as noted by LEVINSON, does not provide a 

sui tab I e foundation for the Comp I ementc;try Potentia I . Energy p,~ inc i pIe, 

by virtue of the explicit presence of the displacement terms in the 

f i rst integra I • 

If the restr·ictions of small-deforrnation theory ar·e applied 

to the functional { 1.3.-10}~ ~hen the result appears as 

which demonstrates that the formulation of the functional in terms 
= of S and E dou provide a suitable foundation for the Principle 

in the theory of infinitesimal elasticity. 

The formulation of the Complementary Potential Energy 

Principle requires that restrictions be imposed upon the state of 

stress, similar to the restrict.ions placed on the displacement field 

in the Potential Energy Principle. This is reflected in the "general 

statement" of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle, as 

follows. 

For adm iss i b I e states of stress, i.e., those stress states 
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which satisfy equilibrium and are consistent with the prescribed 

stresses, the states of strain which are predicted from these stress 

states via the constitutive relation of the elastic medium wil I not 

satisfy compatibility nor be consistent with the prescribed displace-

ments, except for the admissible stress state which coincides with 

the true one. For the admissible stress state which dou coincide 

with the true one, the functional c n assumes a stationary value. 

1.4. THE DUAL PRINCIPLES 

From the foregoing developments of the dual Principles of 

Potential Energy and Complementary Potential Energy from the Vidual 

Work Principle, the following information may be obtained. 

The Potential Energy Principle is a real work principle, in 

which displacements or displacement-related quantities are taken as 

-the independent variables. The a. p!LioJU satisfaction of prescribed 

kinematic conditions is requ i r·ed for the adm iss i b i I i ty of d i sp I ace-

ment fields or displacement-related quantities, and the true dis-

placement field is then selected from the set of alI admissible ones 

by virtue of the fact that the functional TI5 assumes a stationary 

value for the true field. The Potential Energy Principle may thus be 

said to represent a "minimal principle of displacements". 

Once the true displacement field has been obtained, the state 

of stress may be found from this field in conjunction with the 

constitutive relation of the elastic material. 

The Complementary Potential Energy Principle is a mathematical 
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entity, expressed in terms of quantities which have dimensions of work, 

in which stresses or stress-related functions are employed as the 

independent variables. The a p~4i satisfaction of prescribed 

stress conditions is required for the admissibility of stress states, 

and the true stress state is then selected from at I admissible ones 

by virtue of the fact that the functional nc assumes a stationary 

value for the true state. The Complementary Potential Energy 

Principle may thus be said to represent a "maximal principle of 

stresses". 

Once the true state of stress has been obtained, the state 

of strain may be found from this stress state in conjunction with the 

constitutive relation of the elastic material. 

In order to establish which of the dual principles may yield 

the most satisfactory result in a given situation, it is necessary to 

consider, in addition to the obvious a pkioki requirements of each, 

the following pertinent fact. Since the solution of engineering 

problems is accomplished very infrequently In analytical form, it is 

most likely that the solution will require the use of approximate 

procedures. Therefore, the appropriate Principle should be selected 

under this criterion. 

For example, if a solution for a displacement field is 

obtained as an approximation by means of the RAYLEIGH-RITZ Trial 

Function Method within the framework of the Potential Energy Principle, 

then the results wil I likely be a close approximation to the true 

solution. However, the state of stress must be calculated from the 
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constitutive relation, which necessitates the use of the displacement 

g~ent. Since the accuracy of the results wil I generally deterior

ate rapidly with differentiation, the approximate stress state 

solution will not be of the same order of accuracy as the solution 

for the displacements. 

It may therefore be concluded that the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle is an advantageous principle in the analysis of elastic 

media, for both infinitesimal and finite deformations. 

The establishment of a strict Complementary Potential Energy 

Principle (i.e., in which displacement quantities are not explicity 

present in conjunction with the complementary strain energy density) 

for the case of finite deformations, representing the verification 

and extension of the principle proposed by LEVINSON, forms the core 

of this work, as presented in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER II 

The Complementary Potential Energy Principle 

In Finite Elastic Deformations 

2.1. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

The most recent comprehensive statement regarding the status 

of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle for the case of finite 

deformations has been given by WASHIZU, in 1968. He has said, in 

part, that " coupling of the displacements with the stress com-

ponents in finite deformation problems complicates the derivation of 

the principle of stationary complementary [potential] energy ••••• ; 

the principle can no longer be expressed purely In terms of stress 

components". WASHIZU has further observed that " ••••• these 

[complementary] principles play important roles in the small displace-

ment theory of elasticity. However, extensions of these principles 

to the finite displacement theory of elasticity are not found success-

ful II . . . . . . 
These statements may be considered as a succinct description 

of the state of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle at the 

time at which they were written, assuming that the works of MASUR 

and of LEVINSON were unknown to WASHIZU. The developments which led 

WASHIZU to these conclusions represent the history of the Principle, 

the sal lent points of which are as follows. 

The fundamental concepts of complementary potential energy 

44 
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and the long and tortuous development of those concepts by earlier 

engineers and mathematicians have been well documented in the papers 

by ORAVAS and McLEAN, in 1966. Subsequent to those developments, the 

first earnest attempt to extend the Complementary Potential Energy 

Principle from the infinitesimal case to the case of finite deforma-

tions appears to have been made by c.-T. WANG in 1949. In this paper, 

however, the author has constructed a special method to deal with the 

analysis of thin plates and shells, subject to many restrictive 

assumptions. Consequently, the approach cannot properly be ter. .~ a 

form of the PJtincipi.e.: It does, however, ,~ep r·esent a method of o na I ys is 

which is the "complement" of the Potential Energy Principle for a 

particular class of problems which contain certain aspects of finite 

deformation. 

The first approach dealing wii"h the finite extension of the 

Complementary Potential Energy Principle, in the true form of a 

principle, was constructed for the one-dimensional case by LANGHAAR, 

in 1953. In his ·paper, LANGHAAR stated "CASTIGLIANO'S Theorem" as 

u. 
1 

. {2 .I .-1} 

where F. represents the scalar value of the discrete force F. at 
1 1 

a point "i" (i = 1,2, ••• , n) in the system 

U. = U.<F1,F2, ••• , F > denotes the components of the 
1 1 n 

displacement U. (at point "i") in the direction of F. 
1 1 

U5 represents the strain energy of the system. 

LANGHAAR observed that· {2.1.-1} is valid only for I inearly elastic 



materials, and subsequently construct0d a Legendre transformation in 

order to define the complementary strain energy We as 

- - s F.• U. - U 
l. l. 

. {2.1.-2} 

where the summation takes place over the n degrees of freedom of the 

finite system. Ultimately, he developed the "generalization of 

CASTIGLIANO'S Theorem", 

'{2.1.-3} 

for a force F = Fef and a corresponding displacement u = u. e f' 
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thus estab I ish i ng the va I i d i ty of the CROTT I Theor~em for the case of 

finite deformations. LANGHAAR entered into a shod discussion of the 

Cornp I ementa ry Poten1· i a I Energy Pr· inc r pIe for a cont i nuurn, but re-

stricted the discussion to the consideration of 'finite-but-smal I' 

displacements, for which there is "no appreciablE! change in geometry". 

Consequently, the contribution of LANGHAAR to the finite deformation 

formulation of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle lies in 

re-exposing the tegendre transformation. {2.1.-2} to the profession, 

and in the deve!oprrent of the CROTTI Theorem.{2.1.-3} for the case of 

finite deformations. 

In 1953, REISSNER pi~esented a very general variational theorem 

for the finite deformations of elastic continua. This theorem, 

a I though va I I d, is formu I a ted in terms of the strain tensor and the 

TREFFTZ stress tensor, and is therefore subject to the observations 

made by WASHIZU, as given above. It is important to note, however, 
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that this theorem possesses an advantage over many other varJational 

theorems, in that no subsidiary conditions or~ "admissibi I ity 

conditions" need be imposed upon the variables. In the same paper, 

REIS~NER presented the theorem in Its specific form for the analysis 

of plates, but subject to the restr·iction that the finite deformations 

be 'sma II'. 

The next significant contribution to the Complementary 

Potential Energy Pr~inclple for finite deformations was made by LIBOVE, 

in 1962. LIBOVE postulated that since the work W of a force F, 

accrued in the displacement of a particle ("a") from a position Ra 

to a position r = R +U is defined as 
a a a 

w = 
£ra 

F. c£F . {2. I • -4} 

a 

then the "complementary work" We for the same particle could be 

constructed, by a.11cd.og y, as 

'{2.1.-5} 

where the integration takes place f-rom "state A" to "state B" of the 

system. App I y i ng this resu It to an e l·ast i c body Cone for wh l ch the 

strain energy density function exists>, upon which n discrete forces 

F. are assumed to act, LIBOVE constructed a type of complementary 
~ 

energy He as the sum of the comp I ernentary work of a II the app I i ed 

forces in the finite system: 
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. 18 . 
He = r. ~ elF. 

~ ~ 

A 

. {2.1.-6} 

where r. represents the point of application of the force F. as 
~ ~ 

the system deforms from state A to state B. F ina II y, ll BOVE obtai ned 

a quantity which he called the "total complementary energy" Qe: this 

quantity is defined from He as 

c e --,., - (1 .. ) 
Q = H - r'! • F. 

J J 
"{2.1.-7} 

where ~ 
J 

the system 

denotes the position, after deformation, of any points in 

which have a pttucJU.bed loCI.tti.on and F~r> represents the 
J 

react·ion for~ce at prescribed point ?.. Thus, LIBOVE constr·ucted his 
J 

complementary energy principle by requiring that the functional Qe 

be stationary when an admissible state coincides with the true state 

of the system, or 

= 0 "{2.1.-8} 

where o~ = 0. It is observed that the quanti·ty He in the LIBOVE 
J 

Theorem, contrary to LIBOVE'S suggestion, does not represent the finite 

counterpart of the complementary strain er.ergy of the infinitesimal 

formulationt. That is, although He represents a type of complemen

tary energy, it is not equivalent to the energy we of the CROTTI 

Theorem. Furthermore, s I nee the Ll BOVE Theorem has as its foundation, 

t c The energy H is further examined in Chapter IV. 



the work analogue for a particle and several subsequent definitions, 

it is possible neither to prove nor to disprove the theorem on its 

own merit: external verification which does not employ the analogue 

is required. 

In 1962, a paper by PIPES was published, in \'lhich the work 

analogue was stated but was never employed. This paper is quite 

similar to the 1953 paper of LANGHAAR, and serves to re-esl"abl ish 

LANGHAAR'S results. 

The next significant contribution to the Cornp I ementa ry 

Potential Ener·gy Principle for the case of finite deformations was 

made by MASUR, in 1965. MASUR, in a brief discussion of LIBOVE 1S 

work, established the complementary strain ener~gy density function 

n by means of a Legendre transformation on the TREFFTZ stress tensor 

Sand the CAUCHY-GREEN deformation tensor C, as 

. {2.1.-9} 

where C is related to the st,~ain tensor E by the relationship 

C = 2E + 1 <as wil I be discussed in greater detail, presently) and 

U~ represents the strain energy density, as before. MASUR then 

noted that the constitutive relation for the elastic continuum, in 

terms of n, appears as 

49 

= ·an '{2.1.-10} c = 2-= as 

= {2.1.-9} since Q = Q(S) I as is a Legendre transformation. Finally, 
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he obtained the Complementary Potential Energy functional llc(S) as 

ne<Sl = Jf£[s::~+n]dV- J£Tn·?ds {2.1.-11) 
u 

where r* = R + U* denotes the location of any regions of prescribed 

displacement U* on the surface 

as before. Thus, MASUR verified LIBOVE'S Theorem, extended it from 

a one-dimensional theorem to a principle valid for an elastic 

continuum, and avoided a functional form which would be subject to 

comments such as those given by WASHIZU. It is noted, however, that 

the complementary strain energy density function n appears both alone 

and as a tensor derivative, and that admissible stress states S 

must satisfy the equilibrium equation which cannot be expressed in 

terms of S alone. 

The latest significant contribution to the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle was made by LEVINSON, in 1965. LEVINSON 

constructed a complementary strain energy density function W~ as a 

legendre transformation on the lagrange stress tensor components Tij 

and the lagrange strain tensor Cor displacement gradient) components 

u.1 .. Employing the notation of GREEN and ZERNA or GREEN and ADKINS, 
J ~ 

these tensor components may be defined as follows: 

u ·'· 

- au = G •-. . 
J ~ J ae~ 

. {2.1.-12} 

uj I. -j au = G • -. 
~ ae~ 

.{2.1.-13} 
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thus, au = u.j. Gj 
aei J 1 

. {2 .I .··14} 

The lagrange stress tensor components are then defined from the 

TREFFTZ stress tensor or the CAUCHY-GREEN stress tensor components, as 

{2. I • -I 5} 

or 

The variational strain energy density may then be shown to be 

ou~ . {2. i .-16} 

Cas will be discussed later in this work), and the constitutive 

relation of tho elastic continuum exists In i"he for-m 

= (){!~ 
()U. r:

Jii 
. {2.1 .-17} 

Now, LEVINSON postulated that if the constitutive relation· {2.1 .-17} 

could be inverted, so that the components u.l. could be expressed as 
. J ~ 

a function of Trs (a disputed point), then a legendre transformation 

could be constructed to define the complementary strain energy density 

function Wi = W~(Trs) as 

. {2.1.-18} 

c where the constitutive equat! on, in tern:s of W0 , nm; appears as 
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.{2.1.-19} 

LEVINSON then proved that, if this constitutive inversion is possible, 

the Complementary Potential Energy functional llc(Tij) appears in the 

form 

= -JJ~~ dV 
. {2.1.-·20} 

where components Tij of admissible stress states are required to 

satisfy the equation of stress equilibrium, 

= . {2 .I. -21} 

and the equation of stress-couple or "moment" equilibrium 

. {2.1.-22} 

whe1·e the I atter is an a I ternate statement of the symmetry of the 

TREFFTZ stress -tensor, expressed in terms of •rij. 

Thus, if the constitutive inversion {2.1 .-19} is possible, 

LEVINSON'S Theorem provides the most attractive form of the Principle, 

. we s1nce o appears alone in the volume integral of the functional, and 

comments such as those given by WASHIZU are no longer applicable. 

Also, the volume integral of W~ can be shown, for discrete force 

systems, to be identical with the complementary energy we of the 

CROTTI Theorem: thus, tho volume integral of W~ represents the 
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"finite counterpart" of the complementary strain energy of the 

Infinitesimal formulation. Although this constitutive inversion, 

contrary to some expressed opinions, is not generally impossible (due 

to the particular nature of the lagrange stress tensor components Tij)t 

it is most unfortunate that the complementary strain energy density 

W~ of the LEVINSON formulation is a function of rigid-body rotations 

in the displacement field (see Chapter III>. 

Therefore, at the time of the writing of ~IASHIZU'S compre-

hensive work, four different approaches existed, regarding the 

Complementary Potential Energy Principle for the case of finite 

deformations. Briefly, these approaches may be summarized as follows. 

I. The LANGHAAR-PIPES Approach 

This is an approach characterized by the extension 

of the CROTTI Theorem to the case of finite 

deformations of one-dimensional elastic bodies or 

elastic systems of a finite number of degrees of 

freedom. P..ny attempted generalization of the 

theorem to include the finite deformations of 

elastic continua is, at best, uncertain, and has 

usually resulted in the construction of a 

functional containing displacement quantities in 

addition to the complementary strain energy 

density function, in the volume integral. 

t The supposed impossibility of such an inversion has been stated by 
the anonymous Reviewer of the proposed paper "Complementary Varia
tional Principles in Elastodynamics" by B. H. Karnopp. 



2. The REISSNER Approach 

This approach establishes the validity of the 

Complementary Potential Energy Principle for the 

case of finite deformations of an elastic 

continuum, considering the strain tensor and the 

TREFFTZ stress tensor as the conjugate variables. 

Therefore, this theorem is subject to the remarks 

made by WASHIZU, concerning the coupling of the 

displacements with the stress components. It is 

noted, however, that the theorem requires the 

imposition of no subsidiary conditions on the 

variables. 

3. The MASUR Approach 

This approach formulates the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle for an elastic 

continuum in terms of the TREFFTZ stress tensor 

and the CAUCHY-GREEN deformation tensor, thus 

avoiding the coupling of stress and displacement 

components. However, the complementary strain 

energy density function appears both alone and as a 

tensor derivative in the vo I ume integra I, and the 

stress. tensor must satisfy admissibility conditions 

(equilibrium conditions) which cannot be expressed 

in terms of the stress tensor alone. The MASUR 
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TheoJtem Jteduc.u t:.o, a.nd theJte6oJte c.on:tcUn6 46 a. 

llpeUal c.Me, the LIBOVE TheoJtem, when the 

c.on:U.nuum i.J:, a..Mumed to be urUdimen6..i.onai.. 

4. The LEVINSON Approach 

This approach postulates the inversion of the 

constitutive relation of an elastic continuum in 

terms of the lagrange stress and the lagrange 

strain (displacement gradient) tensor components. 

From this inversion, it follows that the 

complementary strain energy density function, 

defined by a legendre transformation on these 

lagrange variables, is not found in conjunction 

with displacement quantities in the functional. 

Furthermore, the volume integral of W~ can be 

shown to be identical with the complementary 

strain energy We of the CROTTI theorem, in the 

case of discrete force systems. Thus, the 

LEVINSON Theorem appears to be the most advan

tageous form of the Principle. However, the 

complementary strain energy density W~ is un

fortunately a function of rigid-body rotations in 

the di?placement field. Although this condition 

does not constitute an error in the formulation, 

it does place a restriction upon its applicability, 

since energy densities which are functions of 
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rigid-body rotation must be employed with caution. 

It is noted, however, that LEVINSON'S formulation 

depends only on stresses, and not explicitly on 

rotations. 
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The Investigation of LEVINSON'S Theorem has generated this work, in 

which it is demonstrated that the Lagrange stress tensor and the 

de6o~n gradient define the appropriate conjugate tensors for the 

formulation of the Complementary Potential Energy Principle (not the 

lagrange stress tensor and the ~placement gradient, as proposed by 

LEVINSON). It is demonstrated that the complementary strain energy 

density, defined by the former set of lagrange variables (above) ·is 

not a function of rigid-body rotations, and is therefore a suitable 

function to serve in the constitutive relations of an elastic 

continuum. This complementary strain energy density is shown to be 

quite similar to the energy density n of the MASUR theorem, if 

expressed in terms of S and C, differing only by a constant factor 

in part of the expression. 

It is also shown that the present formulation reduces to, and 

therefore contains as a special case, the LIBOVE Theorem, when the 

continuum is assumed to be unidimensional. Since the complementary 

strain energy density W~ of the LEVINSON Theorem corresponds to the 

energy We of the CROTTI Theorem, and as W~ is a function of rigid

body rotations, it is shown that we has no simple extension to a 

general continuum in the case of finite deformations. That is, the 

theorems of CROTTI and MENABREA cannot be generalized to a continuum 

in a simple form In the finite case, in contrast to the case of 
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Infinitesimal deformations. 

2. 2. THE COMPLEMENTARY POTENT! AL ENERGY PRINCIPLE IN FINITE ELASTICITY 

The Vi rtua I ~Jork Pr inc i p! e, prior to the ( usua I ) representation 

formu I a ted in tenns of the strain tensor E and the TREFFTZ stress 

= tensor S, appeared as 

<-p,;. om] dv = o 

{2.2.-1} 

which is the primary form of the Principle and is, of course, valid 

for both infinitesimal and finite deformations. Equation {2.2.-1} 

may be expressed in terms of var·iables other than S and E, namely 

the Lagrange str·ess tensor T and the d i sp I a cement gradient or 

lagrange strain fAnsor n, Which are defined aS follOWS. 

With reference to Fig. 1.1 .2.-1, the deformation gradient 

r is defined as 

= ar: am·+ U) a"R au r = :: ----- = - + {2.2.-2} 
aR CIR ()R ()R 

= = = r = l+U or . {2.2..:-3} 

where 
= ()R -i- --j 
1 = - = G G. = G.G 

aR" l. J 
. {2.2.-4} 

rep r·esents the se If-conjugate identity tensor, 

and 
= au -iaU 
U- =G-. 

aR" ae1 
. {2.2.-5} 
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represents the displacement gradient. However, as r may also be 

given in the form 

== a-r -iar r = = G ---.-
aR ae1 

. {2.2.-6} 

= == = -i-then r = l+U = G g. 
l. 

. {2.2.-7} 

The Lagrange strain tensor U is referred to the directed base · {Gi}, 

so that 

. {2.2.-8} 

or u.. = G.G. : u 
l.J l. J 

. {2.2.-9} 

and a component U .. of the tensor U is thus seen to be identical 
l.J 

with a component u.l. of the LEVINSON formulation. Now, the Lagrange 
J l. 

stress tensor, referred to the directed base {G.}, I.e., 
l. 

{2.2.-10} 

is defined from the TREFFTZ stress tensor S and the deformation 

gradient r by means of the mapping 

== == = s·r = T . {2 .2 .-11} 

== = Since S and T have algebraic structures of the same type, and 

since operations are preserved in the mapping,· {2.2.-11} is actually 

a homomorphism (see Appendix 8). 
= 

From this definition, it is observed that T correctly 
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= represents a stress tensor, since the tansor S represents a measure 

of the state of stress, and the tensor r is dimensionless. In fact, 

a component Tij = GiGj : T denotes the magnitude of stress In the 

deformed continuum, but m8asur·ed in terms of the undeformed continuum 
\ 

and referred to the directed base ·{G.} of the undeformed reference 
1 

state of the continuum. 

Employing the trinomial form of f from {2.2.-7} in {2.2.-1 1}, 

= T may be written as 

= = i]·- -- ~.,__ 
T = S•f = S G.G.•Gg 

1 J I' 

ir-;.:- -= S G.g 
l:I' 

and therefore, from the dot product with c;tn, 

and so 

mr= s g 
I' 

. {2.2.-12} 

. {2.2.-·13} 

. {2.2.-14} 

which estab I i shes that the components •rij of the tensor T are 

i dent i ca I with the components 'rij of LEV I NSON 1 S formu I at ion t (as 

desired). 

From· {2.2.-13}, it is observed that the form smrg suggests 
. I' 

that the force vector "£. in the Virtual Work Principle may now be 
1 

represented in te,~ms of T as well as S or (originally) T. 

Consequen·tly, from {1.1.2.-60} and {2.2.-13}, 

t .. 
GREEN and ADKINS denote these tensor components as_ t 1 J, defined by 

the relation S
im-g • m 



or 

rim"£. = l'g't g 
~ m 

and the first term in the i nteg r·and of {2. 2. -I } becomes 

However, 

a. T' -
-- • cSU = 

()R 

· -i aif· -
= G • --. • OU 

a a~ 

a • T' s:-
= -- • uU 

()R 

a = -
- • (T • OU) 

a"R 
"'""' • a <ciT> 
T • ----·--

()R 
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. {2.2.-15} 

{2.2.-16} 

. {2.2.-17} 

. {2.2.-18} 

and, since oGi .: cSG. = 0 for the vectors of the directed bases of 
) 

the reference configuration, then 

a< oU> 
a"R 

as previously established in §1.1.2 •• Consequently, 

1 
a"£. 

~ -
l"e aei • 6u = 

() = -
- • {T e oU) 
()R 

and the Virtual ~/ork Principle appears as 

T: oU 

. {2.2.~19} 

. {2.2.-20} 
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Jf rra = -oW = J -:: • ('I· • OU) 
v-.. aR 

. {2.2.-21} 

Employing the GAUSS Divergence Theorem, this may be expressed as 

6W = J J J[-T: liU + F • 6IT + 
v 

.. 
<-por. otf>]dv 

where ~ designates the stress vector on the surface 
n 

{2.2.-22} 

S the unit , ' 

normal to which (refer-red to its undefoliTled position) is N = N.Gi. 
~ 

Thus, 

or· T 
n 

ii
= N.T -G. 

~ J 

as previously specified in terms of S by {1.1.2.-63}. 

'{2.2.-2~$} 

'{2.2.-24} 

For systems of constant or vanishing velocity in the absence 

of body force, the Principle may be written in the form ot' {1.2.-1}, 

I .e., 

. {2.2.-25} 

Now, if the variational form T :ou may be represented by the total 

variation of a single scalar function (so that T: oU is no longer 

a variational 6omn, but rather a total variation), then the body is 
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said to be elastic, and the Virtual Worl< Princtple yields the Potential 

Energy Principle. That is, if there exists a function '¥, such that 

o'¥ = T : ou . {2 .2.-26} 

then the continuum is elastic. However, since 

o'¥ = T: oU 

= s. r: oi:f 

= sijG~.g. : o[<w J 
~ J a"R 

= s: o'E {2.2.-27} 

then '¥ is seen to be identical with the strain energy density 

function s s = s = 
Uo = Uo<E> = UoCU), or 

o'Y = ou~ = s : oE = T : ou . {2.2.-28} 

= Furthermore, since the CAUCHY-GREEN defonnai"ion tensor C is related 

to E as (see also, Chapter III> 

E = .!cc- 1> 
2 

. {2.2.-29} 
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and as the defOI·mation gradient f is related to U as 

. {2.2.-30} 

then it follows that 

{2.2.-31} 

and o'f = oU . {2.2.-32} 

since the identity tensor I is composed of base vectors G. and 
l. 

-i 
G , the variation of which, vanish. 

s Therefore, the va r· i at ion of the straIn energy densIty oU o 

may be expressed in four forms, each of which suggests a different set 

of conjugate tensor variables for the eventual Legendre transfor·mation 

"thich will define a complementary strain energy density function. 

That is, s oU0 may be expressed as 

ou~ = . {2.2.~·33} :::: s: oE (REISSNER) 

= 1 s: oc 2 
(MASUR) . {2.2.-34} 

= T: .su (LEVINSON) . {2.2.-35} 

- T': or <This Work) . {2.2.-36} 

Returning to the consideration of the strain energy density 

variation in the form T': ou, it ts seen that, if u~ exists <as 

postulated), then the elasticity of the continuum is prescribed by the 

relationship 
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cSU~ -
s ou : <Wo = T : ou . {2.2.-37} 

au 

Since U~ is a scalar function, then the double dot product of its 

= derivative with respect to U is commutative, and {2.2.-37} may be 

written as 

Thus, by transposition, 

s 
= au 0 : ou -· T' : ou au . {2.2.-38} 

. {2.2 .-39} 

and, as oU # 0 in general, then the elasticity of the continuurn is 

prescribed by the relationship 

if = au~ 
au 

which fo I I 0\fJS from the po.t.tula;te of the existence of 

total variation of the function u~. 

. {2.2.-40} 

s oUo as the 

Consider noi'l, hm-;ever, that the existence of U~ is not 

postulated: assume instead, that the constitutive relation of the 

continuum is specified in some form 

. {2.2.-41} 

or T = 1l<u> = l<"r> . {2.2 .-42} 

where l, !, it and 'l repi~esent tensor-valued functions of the tensors 

E, C, U and r·, respectively. Then it is sti I I possible to ~~rite 
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oU~ = T :_oti . {2.2.-43} 

but in this case, o~ is only a v~onal 6orom, and is not 

necessarily the total variation of a quantity U~ (i.e., U~ does not 

necessarily exist, even though oU~ exists as a variational fonm). 

The conditions under which oU~ does represent the total variation of 

a function U~ are therefore of primary importance, for it is under 

these conditions that the continuum wil I be elastic. 

In order to deduce the conditions which guarantee the 

existence of U~ as a function which is independent of the inter-

mediate states in its evaluation (i.e., a state function), the 

implications of the original postulate of the existence of U~ are 

examined in detail. In this way, the desired conditions are obtained 

in the form of a relationship between the tensors T and U or S 

and E, which are now assumed to be specified. 

If U~ is postulated to exist as a state function, then it 

fo I I ows that 

as established above. 

T = au~ 
au . {2 .2 .-44} 

Now, as T = !<u>, then the operator JL< au 
) 

may be applied to this relation as a pre-operator, to yield 

= 

a~[!~~] a 2u~ aT = = = == au auau 
{2.2.-45} 

= 2Us ()T a o ----or = au au G.G.G G 
au • • ~ J m n 

~J mn 
{2.2.-46} 
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Similarly, applying the same operator to equation {2.2.-44} as a post-

operator, yields 

or 

Therefore, from· {2.2.-46} and {2.2.-48}, 

or 

a"T 
au 

¥a a 2 U~ - - - - a 2U5 
- - - -= au au G .G .G G - au a~ G G GrGs au ij mn ~ J m n rs pq p q 

aT' 
au 

. {2.2.-47} 

{2.2.-48} 

N Uso ow, as is required to be a state function (continuous and single-

valued), then 

au au 
pq rs 

so that {2.2.-49} becomes 

= 
CIT 

au 
= 

or 
()T 

au 

= 

= 
TCI 

au 

= 

au au 
rs pq 

.. 
= 0 

= 
T() -= au 

In component form, this appears from 

{2.2.-50} 

{2.2.-51} 

. {2.2.-52} 
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as . {2.2.-53} 

= 
and it is noted that a similar form may be constructed in terms of S 

and E. Also, since r differs from u only by I and c differs 

trom l only by the tactor } and the tensor r, then {2.2.-52} 

imp I i es that 

aT' 
ar 

::: . {2.2.-54} 

and the corresponding condition in terms of S and E, namely 

= sa as = - . {2.2.-55} 
= a=E' aE 

also imp I ies that 
=-= = as sa = - {2.2.-56} ac ac 

Thus, {2.2.-52} and {2.2.-54} are equivalent forms, as ure {2.2.-55} 

and {2.2.-56}, and alI four are equivalent In the sense that each one 

prescribes the condition (in different variables) which guaraniees tht) 

existence of U~ as a state function. However, for simplicity, the 

discussion will be continued in terms of ¥ and U (and S and E), 

it being understood that r and c are also appropriate variables, 

if desired. 

Therefore, the strain energy density U~ is guaranteed to 

exist as a state function, if the relationship 

'{2.2.-52} 
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i.e., 
. a·tr.n ·aTij 

. {2.2.-53} au:-:- = au 
~] mn 

exists between the tensors u and T = '1t<U) = l(r); or equivalently, 

If the r·e I at i onsh I p 

as sa . {2.2 .-55} - --
aE a"E· 

i.e., 
asmn asij 

. {2.2.-57} ac = aE 
~] mn 

exists bet ... ,een the tensors E and s = 1 (E) = 1i (c') • 

These relationships are often denoted as the "conditions of 

exactness", under which 

dU~ = T: dU = 'l' :elf {2.2.-58} 

or dU~ = s: elf. = 
1=. -26 • d.C . {2.2.-59} 

become "exact" or "perfect" differentials, such that the state 

function U~ may be evaluated as 

. {2.2.-60} 

or . {2.2.-61} 

For this reason, these same relationships are also known as 

"integrability conditions" 

In either case ({2.2.-52} or {2.2.-55}, above>, the strain 



energy density U~ is assured to exist as a state function; the 

quantity <SU~ represents the total variation of U~; the strain 

energy density may be evaluated as shown in {2.2.-60} or· {2.2.-61}; 

and the continuum Is said to be elastic. Thus, the postulate of the 

existence of U~ as a state function implies the relationship 

{2.2.-52} or· {2.2 • .::55}: conversely, the existence of either of these 

reI a·t i onsh ips for a continuum of specified const l tut I ve reI at ion 
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defines {2.2.-58} or {2.2.-59} to be an exact or perfect differe1r:·ial, 

from which It to! lows that U~ is guaranteed to exist as a state 

function. 

The Virtual Work Principle then becomes, for an elastic 

continuum, 

. {2.2.-62} 

or . {2.2.-63} 

where . {2 .2. -64} 

as before, and u~ = = is considered to be a function of T and U 

(or r>, as defined by {2.2.-60}. The absence of a constant in 

· {2.2.-63} indicates that Us = 0 in the undefonned state, as 

previously observed. Thus, equation {2.2.-63} represents the primary 

form of the Potential Energy Principle. 

The eq~il ibrium of the continuum is then ensured if the 

functional 
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n• = JJfvu: dV - J[;· u ds {2.2.-65} 

assumes a stationary value. This is the final form of the Potential 

Energy Principle, obtained from {2.2.-63} by the process of §1.2 •• The 

EULER-LAGRANGE equations, obtained from the vanishing of the first 

variation of ll8
, are the stress equilibrium equations, 

= 0 . {2.2.-66} 

and the natural boundary condition is that the stress vector 

Tn = N • T on St must be equa I to the prescribed stress vector T~. 

Consider now, the complementary strain energy density function 

U~, defined for an elastic continuum by the legendre transformation on 

the tensor variables T and r, as 

u~ = T':r-u~ . {2.2.-67} 

where r is thus required to be expressed as a function of T Cas 

will be further discussed in Chapter III>, similar to the requirement 

of the LEVINSON Theorem that U must be expressed as a function of T. 
It is noted that U~ alway¢ exi.-6tl> a6 a. ¢ta;te ~unc;Uon .i~ U~ ex.-Uu 

M a ¢.ta;te ~unc:Uon, wUhou.t .the nec.e.M..Uy o~ a. c.on¢-t.UuUve 

. . t . Uco ~veh6~on : however, 1n such a case, is guaranteed to exist only 

as a function of. the independent variable of s = = = 
Uo (namely U, r, E or 

t See Appendix A for proof of this statement. 
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= = C), and not necessarily as a function of T or S. Consequently, it 

is noted that the existence of u~ guarantees the existence of u~ 

in terms of the same independent variable. 

If f is expressed as a function of T, then the legendre 

transformation 2.2.-67 yields 

dU~ = r : cff + T : elf - dU~ 

or dU~ = r : elf 

s = F.:; since it is required that dUo = T: ar in order that the strain energy 

density may exist. Therefore, the constitutive relation for the 

continuum now appears, in terms of U~, as 

r = au~ 
ClT 

and it follows that the relationship 

ar ra = 
a'T ClT 

ar ar .. 
i.e., mn _2]_ = ()Tij aTDn 

-= = L(T). exists between the tensors T and r = 

. {2.2.-68} 

{2.2.-69} 

. {2.2.-70} 

Employing the Legendre transformation to define U~ as 

u~ = T: r - u~ . {2.2.-71} 
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then the functional· {2.2.-65} of the Potential Energy Pr·inciple becomes 

the functional c IT of the Complementury Potential Energy Principle, 

R
0 = I J fv [T : r - tf, ]dv 

This may be written in the form 

since U = U* on Su. Therefore, 

-J[T~· U ds 
•s 

t 

{2.2.-72} 

+ J 1 Tn • U' ds 

Now, since 

and since 

=== === then T:u 

T: 1' = T:I 

u = 

= rr: au = 
a"R 

0 = -i\ 
- • (~I:' • UJ 
a"R 

a. ·r -
--·U 

C>R 

u 

and under the assumption of equil lbrium in the continuum, 

= 0 

. {2.2.-73} 

{2.2.-74} 

{2.2.-75} 

{2.2.-76} 
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so that T : r == T : 1 + . _!_ • (T • U> 
()R 

. {2.2.-·77} 

Thus, the functional IT0 appears as 

a = -· - • (T • U) 
ClR 

-J[ Tn' iJ dS 
~- s 

+ I l Tn • TI* dS 

u 
From the GAUSS Divergence Theorem, it is seen that 

so the Complementary Potential EnEn-gy functional assumes the form 

ll
0 = I fl[T :I- undv + I£ Tn. U* dS {2.2.-78} 

u 
Or, since the first scalar invariant of T may be expressed as 

=T •• -1-- .-T-= • ()R = .- = 
(}R 

() = -
-- • ('r • R) 
()R 

(). T -
--•R 

a"R 

which, under the assumption of equilibrium in the continuum, becomes 

'T': 1 () = -
-· -., ('r • R) 

()R 

then the functional {2.2.-78} may also be given as 
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which reduces to the final form 

= I I fv uF dV + I l Tn • r• ds {2~2.-80} 

u 

where r* == R + U*, as in the MASUR formulation. 

If admissible Lagrange stress states are t~equired to satisfy 

the equation of equil ibriurn {2.2.-76} and the stress boundary 

conditions, then the EULER-LAGRANGE equations are the conditions of 

compatibility for the deformation: 

and the natural boundary condition is that, on 

is the prescribed displacement U*. 

. {2.2 .-81} 

S , the displacement 
u 

In either form of the functional ({2.2.-78} or {2.2.-80} above), 

coupled displacements and stress components are not found in con

junction with the complementary sh·ain ~nergy density U~. In the 

first form, U~ is found only with the first scalar invariant of the 

lagrange stress tensor; in the second form (the MASUR form), the 

function U~ is found alone. Cons0quently, these (equivalent) 

functionals provide a suitable foundat'ion for the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle in finite elasticity. The Lagrange stress 

tensor T' and the deformation gradient r -therefore represent the 

app rop :· i ate conjugate tensor varia b I es for the formu I at ion of the 

Principle: the comments of WASHIZU are no longer applicable in this 

case. 



Thus, for the admissible stress state which coincides with 

the true stress state, the functional rrc, as given by {2.2.-78} or 

· {2.2.-80}, assumes a stationary value. This is the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle for the case of finite deformations of an 

elastic continuum. 

c It is now necessary to establIsh the fact that Uo is a 

function only of the "stretching" portion of the displacement field, 

and not of the rigid-body rotation (as this Is not at alI obvious 
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from the formulation). Also, it is advantageous to examine the nature of 

the constitutive inversion required for the operation of the Principle, 

and to establish in greater detail, the admissibility conditions for 

the Lagrange stress tensor T. These, and other pertinent topics, 

including a comparison of u~ of the present theorem with n of the 

MASUR Theorem, W~ of the LEVINSON Theorem, and UI of the classical 

theorem, are treated in the fo! lowing chapter. 



CHAPTER I II 

Continued Investigation 

of 

The Complementael_Pote~tlal Energy_Principle 

3.1. THE ca~PLEMENTARY STRAIN ENERGY DENSITY 

The complementary strain energy density function c Uo, as 

formulated in terms of the Lagrange variables T and r, must be 

established as a function which is independent of rigid-body rotations 

in the displacement field, if the present formulation of the Principle 

is to be of general appl icahi I ity. In order to establish this fact, 

the tensors employed in the previous chapter are first examined in 

greater deta i I • 

Consider the homomorphism 

s·r = T {3. I • ~·I } 

in which r maps i onto ¥, as previously given by {2.2.-1}. Now, 

if r is invertible, then the homomorphism {3.1.-1} becomes a 

bijective homomorphism or an isomorphism. That is, if there always 

exists a tensor r-1 , such that 

. {3.1 .-2} 

then it is always possible to construct the inverse transforn0tion 
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T. r-1 = s·l = 
= s . {3.1 .-3} 

where r-1 = = maps T onto S. In this case, the mappings {3.1.-1} 

and {3.1.-3} are said to be isomorphic. 

Now, from the definition of r in trinomial form, 

- -i-T = G g. . {3. I • -4} 
~ 

and as r. r-1 

then the inverse tensor r-1 is seen to be 

'f-1 -j-= g G. 
J 

. {3.1 .-5} 

that r. r·-l Gig. • gjG. -i-- I so = = G G. = 
~ J l. 

'f-1. r gjG .• -i- -i- = 
or = G gi = g g. = 1 

J l. 

as required by the definition. 

Thus, r-1 always exists <or r is always invertible>, 

except in the case that r = K, where K is a constant vector. How-

ever, although this is a mathematical possibi I ity, it is, of cour·se, 

a physical absurdity, as it implies that IT= K-R, which is a 

specification that the entire continuum must col lapse into one poi~t. 

Since r-1 = 
always &xists, then r may be expressed as the 

(dot) product of two other tensors, by virtue of the polar decem-

position theorem. Thus, 

. {3 .1.-6} 
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= 
where V represents a symmetric, positive-definite tensor known as 

the left stretch tensor of the deformation, and ~ denotes an ortho-

gonal tensor known as the (finite) rotation tensor. The decomposition 

of r may also be written as 

{3.1.-7} 

where ~ again denotes the rotation tensor, as above, and W 

represents a symmetric, positive-definite tensor known as the right 

stretch tensor of the deformation. 

Since l' is an orthogonal tensor, then by definition, 

~-~ = i ·~ = 1 c c 

or ~ - ~-1 
c 

and it follows from the above decompositions that 

or 

and similarly, 

r ·r c 

r. r = v· v c c 

= tv ·l' • ~ •W = c c 
W •l•W -

c 

{3.1 .-8} 

. {3.1.-9} 

c.: = == == 
However, as V and lv are symmetric, then V=V and W=W so the c c' 

above expressions become 

f•f = V•V {3.1.-10} 
c 



= = == r · r = w ·w c 
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{3.1.-11} 

so that r·r and r ·r are functions only of the "stretching" 
c c 

portion of the deformation. 

It is noted that since 

then r . ¢> = v . i . 4i. = v . 1 = v = ~ • w • i 
c c c 

so that V and W are related through the "similarity transformations" 

{3.1.-12} 

and {3.1.-13} 

Now, from the def J nit ion of the str·a in tensor E, as 

then it is seen that 

E' = !(r • r - i) 2 c 
{3.1.-15} 

= = 
so that the strain tensor is defined by means of the quadrai· i c V • V 

(sometimes denoted as \72) of the left stretch tensor. In terms of 

components, since 

{3.1.-16} 



then 

and as = G Gj . 
J 

then E may be given as 

-Gi;=:· .. ; = g.. 1.:7J 
~J 
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'.{3.1,-17} 

.{3.1.-18} 

'{3.1.-19} 

which agrees with the earlier definition, constructed as {1.1.2.-31}. 

Denoting V • V as the (left) CAUCHY-GREEN Deformation Tensor 

C, and W • W as the (right) CAUCHY-GREEN Deformation Tensor B, so 

that 

-= r. "Jf = = . {3.1 .-20} c = = V•V c 

= •f W•W . {3.1.-21} and B = r = c 

then the strain tensor E is given as 

E = ~(C- I) . {3. 1.-22} 

Since r may be written as 

then r =I +u = l+u c c c c 
. {3.1.-23) 

and the tensor C appears in the form 

c = (I + u) · {1 + u ) = T + u + u + u · u . c c c {3.1.-24} 
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Thus, In terms of "the displacement gradient, 

r = -2
1 cu + u + u. u ) 

c c 
. {3.1 .-25} 

or "{3.1.-26} 

which has components of the form 

{3.1.-·27} 

It is of Interest "to note that the tensor f is only one of 

several possible measures of the sta-te of strain. The strain is often 

expressed in terms of the (right) CAUCHY-GREEN Tensor B, as 

= 1=:= = E = -{B - 1) 
"' 2 

{3.1.-28} 

However, from {3.1 .-13} and {3.1 .-21}, it is observed that 

or {3.1 .-29} 

Therefore, 
I=: 1= = = = 
E = -{ tl> • C • 4> - 1) .. 2 c 

but this may be written as 

E = 4>•-C-1 = = [1(= =)] 
.. c 2 

. {3.1 .-30} 

since 
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Consequently, 

'{3.1.-31} 

= = and ~ and E are thus observed to be entirely equivalent measures of 

the state of strain in the continuum; the difference between the two 

being merely one of basis. 

Examining the foregoing results, it is seen that the necessary 

and suf-ficient condition for a pure rigid displacement (rigid-body 

translation and/or rotation) is that 

c = I . {3.1.-32} 

from which it follows that 

v = w = 1 {3.1.-33} 

and , r -· ~ c c 
{3.1 .-34} 

In the event that a displacement r-epresents a "pure stretch 11 (without 

rigid-body rotation), then 

~=~=I . {3.1.-35} 
c 

from which it fo I I ows that 

{3.1.-36} 

Finally, in the event of a zero displacement field, 

u = 0 {3.1 .-37} 

from which it follows that 

r = r - v = w = ~ = ~ = 1 {3 .I .-38} 
c c 
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and a II deforrnat ion rnapp i ngs become, in thIs case, automorph isms. 

Consider now, the complementary strain energy density function 

u~, defined previously as 

u~ = T: r- u~ . {3.1.-39} 

The strain energy density function U~ Is a function only of the 

stretching portion of the deformation, as may be readily observed from 

the formulation of this quantity as 

u~ = fr s ' dE .. ~!s : dC . {3.1 .-40} 

Of course, It is also true that 

u~ = fu T : clU = l T : ar {3. 1 • -41 l 

but in this case, it Is not so obvious that U~ is independent of 

rigid deformations: however, as alI four forms of U~ in {3.1 .-40} 

and {3.1.-41} have been shown to be equivalent, then {3.1 .-40} serves 

to establish the point. 

Consequent I y, the natur·e of T : f determines the nature of 

Ui (as might have been anticipated). Examining this quantity, i·l· is 

seen that, fr~~ the definition of T, 

T:r = s·r:r {3.1.-42} 

and employing the trinomial form of r, 
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= -;d'- ~-
= S•Gg :Gg 

. l" s 

= W' • S -g : G8 -g 
c~r s 

= <f' • s . {f-g • g 
c ~r s 

= S : Grcfg • g c r s 
. {3.1 .-43} 

However, the second member of this double dot product may be written 

as 

or ~9 ·g = G7 ·9~ -- r·r r s r s c 

so {3.1 .-43} becomes 

s·r:r = s :r·Y c c 
. {3.1.-44} 

z.= 
Since S is symmetric, this result appears as 

s·r:r = s:r·r . {3.1 .-45} 
c 

and the function in qt~estion assumes the form 

T: r = s:F·r = ~= -·- s:v·v . {3.1 .-46} 
c 

Therefore, as the stress tensor S = 6<E> and the left stretch tensor 

V are completely independent of any rigid displacements, then T: F 

(and hence, U~) is also independent of such displacements and is thus 

a function only of the stretching portion of the deformation, as 

required. Consequently, it is concluded that U~ represents a function 
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which provides a suitable foundation for the constitutive relations of 

the elastic continuum. 

The above analysis may be employed to demonstrate that i"he 

complementary strain energy density W~ of the LEVINSON formulation 

.i6 a function of rigid-body rotations In the displacement field. The 

function w~ has been defined as 

. {3 .I • -47} 

which, in direct form, is given as 

w~ = T: u- u~ . {3.1 .-48} 

This may be written, expanding T, as 

. {3.1.·-49} 

or, as u = r- li then 

w~ = s. r : r - s . r : 1 - u~ '{3.1.-50} 

or c c = = = Wo = Uo - S • r : 1 '{3.1.·-51} 

Since the complementary strain energy·density U~ of the present 

formulation has been shown to be independent of any rigid-body dis

placements, it is seen that the· nature of W~ hinges on the nature 

of the term s·r:I. Expressing r as V• ~ by virtue of the 

polar decomposition theorem, then 
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= o·i:l' '{3.1.-52} 

r= = -· where D represents the tensor S • V (which is genera II y unsymmetr i c, 

even though both S and V are symmetric, as S • V is not genera II y 

commutative). Therefore, 

s·r:T = D•l:l' = D :~ . {3.1.-52} 
c 

where the form 'D • <r> c• is obtained for simp! icity of discussion. 

Consider now, two displacement fields iJ and U*, such that 

and 

r = a (R + U) = v . i 
a"R 

=r* = a (R + IT*) = = = v. Ill* 
aR 

{3.1 .-53} 

{3. I .-54} 

Thus, these two displacement fields give rise to the same state of 

str·etch, V, and differ on I y by a rigid-body rotation. Now, as 

F*·f* = f·r = v·v c c 

s* = o* = then = s = D 

so that s·r:r = D :i 
c 

{3.1. -55} 

s* • f*: I 
= 

: qJ* {3.1.-56} and = D 
c 

Therefore, as Dc: <fl and oc: <I>* are generally diffet-ent quantities, 

then it must be concluded that the energy density (IJ~ is a function 



both of the stretching por·t ion and of the rigid-body rotation of the 

displacement field. Moreover·, it appears that no special cases of 

particular value exist, in which this problem is avoided. Even in 

the two-dimensional cartesian case, in which the rotation tensor 

assumes a type of anti-symmetry, the problem stilI exists. That is, 

if E1 and E2 denote a self-reciprocal orthonormal base, then ¥ 

may be represented in this bidimensional space as 
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where B = (a2 + b 2 )-~, and the tensor i is then orthogonal for any 

values of a, b Ca, b are bo"fh real and positive or both real and 

negative). Then, 

= 
and even if D should happen to be symmetric, 

which is stilI a function of a, b --of which there are an infinite 

number of combinations. Only if b=O, i • e • , i f i= 1, w i I I o:¥ 
c 

become constant. 

It is therefore concluded that the energy density Ui is 

preferable to W~ in the formulation of the Principle, as the former 

is independent of any rigid displacements, while the latter is 

genera II y not. 



3.2. THE CONDITIONS OF AD~11SSIBILITY 

An admissible Lagrange stress tensor T must satisfy the 

f ir·st CAUCHY Axiom of mot ion <in this case, the stress equ iII bri urn 

equation), 

= 0 "{3.2.-1} 

as previously establIshed in the development of the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle. However, this is not the only condition 

of admissibi I ity which must be imposed on ~; this tensor must also 

satisfy a condition which Is analogous to the symmetry condition of 
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the TREFFTZ stress tensor or the CAUCHY-GREEN str·ess tensor. That is, 

T must satisfy the second CAUCHY Axiom of motion (in this case, the 

stress couple or "moment" equilibrium condition). 

Since the symmetry of the stress tensor S exists as a result 

of this Axiom, it Is possible to deduce the equivalent conditions in 

terms of T which follow from this symmetry. From the expansion of 

T i n terms of S, 

. {3.2 • .:..2} 

the component Sij is obtained as 

01 {3 .2. -·3} 

Therefore, since S is symmetric, Sij=Sji, and the equivalent 

condition in terms of the components of T is 
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. {3.2. -4} 

as obtained by LEVINSON. Although this result represents the desired 

condition which mus-t be satisfied by the components of T, the explicit 

{-gi} of the basis of the presence of the reciprocal base vectors 

deformed state indicates that some difficulty may be encountered in 

the attempted application of the condition. Noting that 

. {3.2.-5} 

then it is possible to write {3.2.-4} in the direct form 

. {3.2.-6} 

but this does little to alleviate the situation. 

Considering, however, that the symmetry of S is a dvtlved 

condition which follows as a consequence of the stress couple 

equilibrium condition, this latter condition is examined directly. 

With reference to Fig. 1.1 .2.-2, the equilibrium of stress couples in 

the elemental volume dv is prescribed by the relationship 

or g. X "f. = 0 . {3.2.-7} 
~ ~ 

However, as t. is related to T as 
~ 

t, = IG'T. = IG'TijG. {3.2.-8} 
~ ~ J 

as given by {2.2.-15}, then {3.2.-7} becomes 



g. X 
~ 

g. 
~ 

or 

No\'1, , s i nee g. 
~ 

then G. X TijG. 
~ J 

but 

Similarly, 

I"G' 'l,ijG. = 0 
J 

X TijG. = 0 
J 

Gi 
au 

= + -·· ae~ 

+ au. x TijcL 
()O.i. J 

= 

= • ij·-· -· = 1 X T G.G. . ~ J 

0 

- au ij··-- G.•-xT G. 
~ CIR J 
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{3.2.-·9} 

. {3.2.-10} 

{3.2.-·11} 

{3.2.-12} 

Therefore, the condition of stress couple or moment equilibrium appears 

as 

= (I+ u) x T = o . {3.2.-13} 

or, since r· = 1 + u, simply as 

r x T = o . {3.2.-14} 

Equation {3.2.-14} thus represents, In terms of the conjugate variables 

T and r·, the second condition \'lhich must be satisf.ied by an admissible 

Lagrange stress tensor. 
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It is of interest to note thai" this condition may be expr·essed 

in another form, which may prove to be convenient in particular cir-

cumstances. From {3.2.-14}, 

but 

r x •r = Clr x T = o 
CIR 

ar-. =T -x a·T -- a (= -) = -- x r - -· •r x r 
()R CIR CIR 

{3.2.-15} 

and, by virtue of the stress equilibrium equation, the first member 

of the right-hand side of {3.2.-15} must vanish. Therefore, the two 

admissibility conditions for T may be stated as 

( I ) 

(2) 

a· T 
a"R 

= 0 

a. ("T x r) = = o = r;crr 

.{3.2.-1} 

{3.2.-16} 

= -Consequently, any solenoidal tensor F, for which F x r is also 

solenoidal, is an admissible stress function tensor in this formula-

tion. 

3.3. THE CONSTITUTIVE RELATION 

It is advantageous to examine the general nature of the 

constitutive relation in terms of the Lagrange stress tensor T and 

the deformation gradient r, as it has been suggested that, although 

T may be expressed as a function ot1 r, an inversion of this relation 

is always impossible. This, however, is not the case, as wil I be 

demonstrated in what follows. 
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Consider first, the argumen-t which has been proposed in order 

to show that r <or u> can never be obtained as a function of a stress 

tensor. 

Any stress tensor (say, a> which is expressed as a function of 

the state of strain may be written as 

a = ICr) {3.3.-1} 

since r represents one of the primary quantities of the deformation, 

from which other quantities may be derived. However, Ci is not a 

function of r pelt lie, so that although {3.3.-1} Is true, a more 

explicit statement of this relation would appear as 

Ci = 'fCr 1~ ) , c {3.3.-2} 

or, even more explicitly, 

CJ = h'(r-. I' ) - 'l(r . r} 
c c 

{3.3.-3} 

i.e., = 7i(c) t(n) CJ = = . {3.3. -4} 

Or, in \'lOrds, although a is a function of f in the formal sense, 

it is actually not a function of the entire deformation gradient: 

rather, a is a func-tion only of a part of r, namely the symmetric 

positive-definite <quadratic) part C = V • V or B = W • W. Conse

quently, i-t follo\'IS from. {3.3.-4} that an inversion of the type 

c = 11-l (a) = 'W(cr) {3.3.-5} 

or i3 .. z-1 (CJ) •. 'YCa) {3.3.-6} 
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is generally not impossible, so that C or B may be expressed as a 

function of the stress tensor. This inversion may be written expl icltly 

in terms of r, as 

r. r = w(a> 
c 

{3.3.-7} 

or r . r = y(a> 
c 

. {3.3.-8} 

so that r • r or r • r may be expressed as a function of a. How-e c 

ever, here, the process stops. Since there exists.an infinite number 

of deformation gradients r*, each one differing from the others only 

by a rigid rotation, such that 

. {3.3.-9} 

or . {3.3.-10} 

then it is possible only to obtain r. r or r • r as a function of 
c c 

a, not r itself. Therefore, a constitutive inversion is generally 

not impossible for B or C, but is always impossible for r or u, 
= in terms of the stress tensor a. 

The above argument Is entirely true: however, it happens not 

to be applicable to the Lagrange stress tensor of the present formula-

tion. The major premise in this argument is that the stress tensor 

a is not a function of the entire deformation gradient (from which it 

follows that r cannot be recovered from a>. However, the Lagrange 

stress tensor T, by vir·tue of its particular nature, .i.6 a function of 

the entire deformation gradient, from which it follows that recovery 
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of r from T is not a general imposslbil ity. That is, from the 

relationship 

T' = s·r '{3.3.-11} 

since s = "f<c> {3.3.-12} 

then T = 'h<c,r) {3.3.-13} 

However, once r is known to be present explicitly in its entirety, 

then it is possible to express T as 

T' = 7<r> {3.3.-14} 

since c = !CF) . {3.3.-15} 

Therefore, it is not always impossible to obtain f from the Lagrange 

stress tensor as 

r = L(T) {3.3.-16} 

= or to obtain U (as in LEVINSON'S Theorem) as 

U = M(T) . {3.3.-17} 

Of course, it is true that there exist numerous relations of the form 

{3.3.-14} which cannot be inverted to yield the form {3.3.-16} (as is 

true for constitutive relations in terms of any tensors), but the 

significant point here, is that such an inversion is not a p~4i 

impossible. 
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This conclusion is further evidenced by the form in which the 

second condition of admissibi I ity is obtained. Rec:alllng {3.2.-14}, 

it is seen that this condition 

prescribes the existence of a relationship of the form 

T(f,'T) = o 

Therefore, by the impl !cit-function theorem, 

or 

so ar • af -.- = 
a'T af 

()f 
aT 

(lf 
so that, if is nons i ngu I ar, such that ar 

then {3.3.-20} becomes 

.. 
= I 

ar = _ a~. ra!_]-1 

aT aif l.ar 

.{3.3.-18} 

. {3.3.-19} 

{3.3.-20} 

{3.3.-21} 

. {3.3.-22} 

and f Is found to be a function of the Lagrange stress tensor T. 

Thus, the implicit-function theorem shows that, given a function of r 
and 'I' in the form of {3.3.-19}, ii" is possible to express r as a 

function of ~ when {3.3.-21} holds. 
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It should be noted that there exists one set of conditions, 

under which inversion is not possible; namely, when the state of stress 

is identically zero, or 

'T = s = o {3.3.-23} 

= = 
In this case, T and S are identically zero, but it is necessary 

only that l be orthogonal (not neces·sari ly zero) in order to produce 

this condition. Consequently, in this case, inversion is not possible. 

However, as this represents a situation of relatively I ittle importance 

in the mechanics of deformable media, it is considered to impose only 

a trivial restriction upon the use of the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle. 

It is perhaps advantageous, at this point, to discuss the 

constitutive relation in terms of if and r <and its inversion> in 

a different context, for· a constitutive relation based on these 

variables is somewhat unusual. Consider first, the more familiar form 

of constitutive equation, 

s = 1(c) = t)(v·v) . {3.3.-·24} 

in which a state of stress S is prescribed as a function of the 

-~ = = symmetric, positive-definite atretch quadratic 1 C = V• V. The 

material being elastic, S and C ar·e related by means of a strain 

energy density function s U0 , as 

. {3.3.-25} 

where U~ is a function only of the stretching portion of the 



deformation, and not of any rigid-body displacements. When the 

particular form of {3.3.-24} admits inversion, then S and C are 
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further related through a complementary strain energy density function 

r;( r; = 211), as 

c = ~ 
as 

. {3.3.-26} 

where r;, defined by a Legendre transformation on S and C, is also 

a function only of the stretching portion of the deformation. 

Consider now, a constitutive relation of the form 

{3.3.-27} 

in which a state of stress T is prescribed as a function of the 

= 
symmetric, positive-definite stretch tensor, V. The material being 

elastic, T and V are related by means of a strain energy density 

function s Uo, as 

. {3.3.-28} 
av 

where U~ is a function only of the stretching portion of the defor-

mation, and not of any rigid-body displacements. When the particular 
= 

form of {3.3.-27} admits inversion, then T and V are further 

related through a complementary strain energy density function c llo, as 

= auco v = . {3.3.-29} 
ar 

where ll~, defined by a Legendre transformation on T and = 
V, is also 

a function only of the stretching portion of the deformation. 



However, 3S the stretch V is an exceedingly difficult 

quantity to isolate for use as a tensor variable, then let V be 

mapped onto r by l Cas given by {3.1.-6}) and similarly, let T 
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be mapped onto T by l, so that 1he constitutive relation now appears 

as 

T = 1i(r) . {3.3.-30} 

The elasticity of the materia I is then prescribed as 

= au~ T = = 
. {3.3.-31} 

ar 

wheJte U~ JtemaiM a. 6u.nc:ti.on cm.f.y o{j :the .6bte:tclung polltion o6 :the 

de6arona:tion. When {3.3.-30} (or {3.3.-27}) admits inversion, then T 
and r are further related, as before: 

r = au~ 
aT" 

{3.3.-32} 

where U~, defined by a Legendre transformation on T and f, also 

remains a function only of the .6bz.e:tc.IU,.ng portion of the deformation. 

This, in principle, represents the rationale of the somewhat 

unusual constitutive relations of the present theorem, and of the 

similar relations of LEVINSON'S Theorem (In terms of T and U). In 

conjunction with the latter theorem, it is observed that the absence 

of a simple mapping of V onto U accounts for the failure of the 

complementary strain energy density function of that theorem W~ to 

retain its independence of rigid displacements, in contrast to the 

energy density c Uo of the present formulation. 



3.4. FOUR ENERGY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 

As noted in Chapter II, there exist four sets of conjugate 

tensor variables, by means of which it is possible to define the 

strain energy density function U~. Consequently, as each of these 
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sets suggests a different set of variables for use In the construction 

of the Legendre transformation which defines the complementary strain 

energy density, then four different complementary functions may be 

produced. 

These functions 1 written In terms of their original variables 1 

appear as follows. 

Uf = s: 'E- u~ ( C I ass i ca I , REISSNER) .{3.4.-1} 

Q "" 
1 s :c - u~ (MASUR) {3.4.-2} 2 

w~ 
= ~ 

u~ <LEVINSON) {3.4.-3} :: 'l':U-

u~ = rr :r- u~ <This Work) {3.4.-4} 

The functionals which are constructed from these legendre transforma-

tions appear as, respectively: 

{3.4.-5} 

(Classical) 

nc(S) = -J J fv [ Q + S : :;Jdv + J 1 Tn ·? ds 
u 

{3.4.-6} 

(MASUR> 

nc (T) = -J J fv w~ dv + J [ T n • U* ds 
u 

{3.4.-7} 

(LEVINSON) 
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R
0
{T) = - J J L u~ dv + J £ Tn •? ds .{3.4.-8} 

CTh is Work) u 

and this latter functional has the alternate form 

+ f[ Tn • U* dS {3.4.-9) 

u (This Work) 

where alI functionals are shown in the form of a "maximum principle", 

for purposes of comparison. 

Examining the complementary strain energy densities agafn, in 

terms of S and C or T and f only, the following r·elationships 

are observed. 

ur 1 = =--= 1 = = tfo (Classical) = 2 s: c - 2" s: 1 -

n 1 =' = u~ (MASUR) = 2 s: c -

(!}~ = = T:I u~ = T:r - - (LEVINSON) 

u~ = T:r - m (This I'Jork) 

It is, of course, possible to express the last two functions in tenns 

of i, but this is misleading, as i is not the str~ss variable in 

the functionals which emanate from w~ and u~ ({3.4.-7}, {3.4.-8} 

and {3.4.-9}). 

From the functionals {3.4.-5} to {3.4.-9}, by reducing these 

forms to a common form, the relationship between the various energy 

density functions is found to be as follows 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 
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ur + }s:u·uc + s: r = n + S. <Hl {3.4.-10} .-
as 

= w~ + T":1 {3.4.-1 I} 

= u~ . {3.4.-12} 

Since the terms of the classical expression may be written in the 

form 

1= = = 2"s:u·uc 

= (= + u + 12 ·u·-. =-u-c) = s: 1 

= s: {I + E) {3.4.-13} 

(since S is symmetric), then the above relationships may be given as 

ur + s: (I + E) = n + s: ()S"l {3.4.-14} 
as 

= w~ + T:l . {3.4.-15} 

= u~ . {3.4.-16} 

It may be concluded that if the TREFFTZ stress tensor is 

employed as the stress variable, then the Classical expression results 

in a coupling of stress and displacement terms in the functional. 

MASUR'S formulation, however, avoids this difficulty, and is therefore 

the appropriate formulation of the Principle in terms of the TREFFTZ 

stress tensor. 

If the Lagrange stress tensor is employed as the stress 
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variable, then the LEVINSON expression results in a functional of 

simple form, which is distinctly advantageous: yet, the complementary 

strain energy density wW is a function of rigid displacements. The 

present formulation, however·, avoids this difficulty, and is therefore 

the appropriate formulation of the Principle in terms of the Lag1·ange 

stress tensor. 

It is noted once again, that the dependence of W~ on rigid 

displacements (rigid-body rotation) does no.t constitute ·an error in 

the LEV I NSON formu I at ion -- mer·e I y an inconvenience~ The LEV I NSON 

Theorem is equally as applicable as the present theorem, and 

constitutive relations in terms of T, U and wW are no more unusual 

== = c than those in terms of T, rand Uo (as in the present theorem), due 

to the nature of the Lagrange stress tensor. The only difference is 

that W~ must be employed with caution, as it does not remain constant 

under rotation in the course of the displacement. 



CHAPTER IV 

The Complementary Potential Energy Principle 

For Unidimensional Continua 

4.1. SYSTEMS OF DISCRETE FORCES 

The discrete-force formulation of the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle for finite deformations represents an important 

special case of the general formulation of the Principle. This case, 

in addition to its Importance in the area of structural mechanics, 

contains the Theorems of CROTTI and MENABREA. Consequently, it is 

advantageous to examine the reduction of the general Principle to this 

case, and in so doing, to demonstrate that the CROTTI Theorem 

("CASTIGLIANO'S Theorem") has no convenient extension to a general 

continuum in finite-deformation theory, in contrast to the results of 

the infinitesimal theory. It is shown, in fact, that the CROTTI 

Theorem, which is usually considered as "equivalent" to the Comple-

mentary Potential Energy Principle in infinitesimal elasticity, leads 

to the LEVINSON formulation as a direct generalization in finite 

elasticity. Therefore, the true "finite counterpart" of the comple-

mentary strain energy of the infinitesimal formulation is established 

as a function of rigid displacements, and must be employed with 

caution. 

Co ld th f t . I Tic of the I f I ti f ns er e unc 1ona genera ormu a on o 

the Principle in the form {2.2.-80}, i.e., 
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R
0 = -J f fv U'i dV + J [ T n • r• dS { 4. I • ··I} 

u 
Denoting the (total) complementary strain energy, i.e. the volume 

integral of the density c Uo, as 

. {4.1.-2} 

then the functional appears in the form 

. {4.1.-3} 

Now, if the stress vector T = N • T on the surface 
n 

s represents a 

number of very small areas of vet-y high stress magnitude concentration, 

then in the I lmit, r* prescribes the location of certain specified 

points at which there exist "discrete forces": or, the surface integral 

in {4.1.-3} is represented by a summation 

JlT • r* ds + r~ · F~r) 
n ~ ~ 

s 
{4. I • -4} 

u 

where F~r) denotes the discrete force located at the prescribed 
~ 

Pos .,tion -r*. (~ - 1 2 n) - • - I I • • •-r • 
~ 

In this case, the functional becomes 

{4.1.-5} 

Therefore, comparing {4.1.-5} and {2.1.-7}, the functional J( is 

seen to be equal to the (negative) functional -Qc of the LIBOVE 

Theorem. The difference in signs arises as a result of the fact that 
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the present theorem is obtained as a maximum principle by a Legendre 

transformation on a r.1inimum principle <t-he Potential Energy Principle), 

while LIBOVE'S Theorem is constructed as a mlnirr.um principle. 

Consequently, the complementary strain energy Uc of the 

present formulation and the energy He of the LIBOVE Theorem represent 

the same quantity: or, In the case of a discrete force system, 

1- r.=' r. • aF. 
l. l. 

F 
= {4. I. -6} 

Thus, the present theorem contains the LIBOVE Theorem as a special 

case for finite elastic systems, and the complementary strain energy 

Uc of the present theorem represents the direct generalization of He 

of the Ll BOVE Theorem to a continuous stress system. 

Employing the relationships behJeen the various energy densities, 

as given in §3.4., it is also possible to say 

{4.1 .-7} 

{4 .1.-8} 

which relates the energy densities W~, nand UI to the LIBOVE energy 

He for discrete force systems. The first of the above relationships 

may be transformed, in a manner similar to that shown for {2.2.-79}, 

as fo II ows. From 
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which is valid under the assumption of equilibrium in the continuum, 

then the surface integral may be interpreted as a summation in the case 

of discrete forces, and· {4.!.-7} appears as 

L rr. - R. > • dF. 
= JJk~ dV 

~ ~ ~ 

f . 

or lu .. r!F. = JJk~dv {4.1.-10} 
~ ~ 

f 

However, reca IIi ng the complementary strain energy defined by LANGHAAR, 

as 

we = F.· 11. - us 
~ ~ 

which, as a Legendre transformation, may be expressed as 

dJJJC = U • • c[F. 
~ ~ 

then it is seen that {4.1.-10} may be \'tritten as 

{4.1.-11} 

{4.1.-12} 

{4.1.-13} 

Therefore, the LEVINSON formulation of the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle represents the direct generalization of the CROTTI 

Theorem to a continuous stress system, and the complementary strain 

energy We, considered as the volume integral of the LEVINSON density 

W~, represents the true "finite counterpart" of the complementary 
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strain energy of the infinitesimal theory. As noted previously, how-

c ever, Wo is a function of rigid displacements, and therefore the 

CROTTI Theorem does not admit a simp I e extension to a genera I con 1· i nuum 

in finite elasticity, in contrast to the infinitesimal theor·y. 

The constitutive relations of the general formulation, relating 

r, T and u~ (or U, T and (1)~), 

r = !!:!~ {4.1.-14} = aT 

c 
u = . awo . {4.1.-15} 

a¥ 

i.e., = aw~ au~ _ 
1. u = = 

aT" arr 
{4.1.-16} 

become statements of the CROTTI Theorem, when a discrete force systGm 

is considered. In this case, {4.1.-16} becomes, for complementary 

strain energies We and uc (representing the volume integrals of the 

densities w~ and u~ respectively), 

u. 
~ 

a ( c - - } "'F U - R. • F. 
0 • J J 

~ 

{4.1 .-17} 

for a force F. = F.E (where E denotes a unit vector) and the corres-
~ ~ 

pending component of displacement U. = U. •E, since the surface 
~ ~ 

integra I of T = N • T bears interpretation as a discrete force. The 
n 

relation of the two densities, previously established as 

u~ = w~ + "T: I {4.1.-18} 
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thus leads to the relation 

c - -W + R. • F. 
~ ~ 

{4.1.-19} 

for the total energies, in the case of discrete force systews. 

For finite elastic systems containing redundant (statically 

indeterminate) forces, then 

a ( c - - ) 
()f- U - Ri • F i . {4.1.-20} 

r 

which represents the MENABREA Principle for a redundant force F = FE. r r 

These theor·ems may a I so be stc.c~ted in terms of the comp I ementary 

strain energy of the MASUR formulation. From the relationship 

w~ + T: 1 . {4.1.-21} 

then the CROTTI Theorem may be given as 

. {4.1.-22} 

where {4.1 .-23} 

Similarly, the MENABREA Theorem for redundant forces appears as 

a ( c - - ) 0 = ·cr;=- T - R. • F. 
r- J J 

{4.1 .-24} 

It is observed that, in the case of discrete force systems, 

the energy formulation in terms of We provides a simpler and more 

direct basis for the Theorems of CROTT! and MEN.-!\BREA than does the 
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formulation in terms of Uc. However, as the system becomes generalized 

to a continuous strflss system, the energy density U~ is more 

appropriate than Wi, the latter being a function of rigid-body rotation. 

This problem does not arise in the infinitesimal theory, due to 

the nature of the definition of the strain tensor in that theory. In 

fact, in such a case, the LEVINSON density W~ becomes identical with 

the energy density Uf of the Classical Theory (hence the statement 

that the CROTTI Theorem is "equivalent" to the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle In infinitesimal elasticity). This is easily esta·· 

bl ished from' {3.4.-11}, which states that 

{4 .I .-25} 

Now, s i nee T :I may be wr-itten as 

T:l = S•f!I = s:r {4 .I .-26} 

for symmetric S, then 

ur + 1 s : ij • u = w~ 2 c 
{4.1 • .:..27} 

== = and as U• U Is precisely the "quadratic" portion of the strain 
c 

tensor which is neglected in the infinitesimal theory, then 

ur = w~ 

In Infinitesimal elasticity {only). Consequently, the situation is 

simplified considerably in this case. 
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4.2. THE UNIDIMENSIONAL CONTINUUM 

Consider now, for purposes of comparison with the well-known 

results of the infinitesimal theory, a unidimensional continuum. 

Specifically, consider a prismatic rod of length Land cross-sectional 

area A in the undeformed state (the "truss member" d t scussed by Ll BOVE), 

subjected to axial forces F and -Fat the end points. The coordinate 

description of the rod being arbitrary, one end point wil I be considered 

located at R1 = K (where K is a constant vector) at which point the 

force -F wil I be applied, and the other end point will then be denoted 

as R2 , where 

{4.2.-1} 

at which point the force F wil I be applied. Thus, the axis of the rod 

is chosen as the 81-coordinate, and, as implied by {4.2.-1}, the base 

vector G1 denotes a unit vector. Therefore, any point on the rod axis 

is specified as 

{4.2.-2} 

The base vector system {18.} is now constructed as an orthonormal basis, 
~ 

so that 

G. = 
~ 

Gi {4.2.-3} 

and G .• G. • G. -i - 0 .• {4.2.-4} = = G • G. = 
~J ~ J J ~J 

with G1 X G2 = G3 . {4.2.-5} 

which specifies the basis as a dextral system. 

The displacement field U for the rod is the usual one-
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dimensional field U = U1G1
, produced by the action of the axial forces 

at the ends of the rod. Thus, 

u = U1G 1 = U1G1 = U1G1 {4.2.-6} 

and ut h ud1 au1 -··au {4.2.-7} - = -'-• = G1 ·--
ae 1 ae1 

since G1 is not a function of the parametr-ic coordinates. That is, 

- au 0 j f. 1 {4.2.-8} G1 ·-. = ; 
ae3 

- au 0 i t- l {4.2.-9} G. •-- = 
~ ae 1 

in accordance with the usual postulates of one-dimensional analysis. 

Therefore, the position vector r is prescribed as 

{4.2.-10} 

and the basis f9) of the defonmed configuration appears as 

91 ::: 

{4.2.-11} 

Or, as the dofo~1ation gradient is obtained as 

{4.2.-12} 

with {4.2.-13} 
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then 91 = {4.2.-14} 

and 92 = G2, 93 = G3, as given above. From the foregoing, it follows 

that' 

{4.2.-15} 

and {4.2.-16} 

so that If = 1 + u11 {4.2.-17} 

and the components of the stress tensors T and S are related, from 

{1.1.2.-57}, as 

. {4.2.-18} 

other components being assumed to vanish. Furthermore, from the 

definition of the Lagrange stress tensor as 

= T = S•f {4.2.-19} 

then . {4 .2 .-20} 

and alI three types of s-tress components are related as 

{4.2.-21} 

For simplicity in this one-dimensional case, T11 may be denoted as T, 

S11 as S, U11 as U, etc., so that {4.2.-21} appears as 

{1 + u) 2 -r = {1 + u)s ~ T . {4.2.-22} 
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Now, for a unit normal N, prescribing the surface upon which the force 

F (or ~F) is defined to act, then 

N = -G1 at R = K ' {4 .2 .-23} 

N = G1 at R = K+L '{4.2.-24} 

so that 

F = JJTn ds = f1G1 ·T ds 
s s 

. {4.2.-25} 

which, in this case, becomes 

{4.2.-26} 

or . {4.2.-27} 

Since T is constant over the cross-section in this case, then 

· {4.1.-27} becomes simply 

F = TA ' {4 .2 .-28} 

The strain tensor E is obtained from U and U , as given by 
c 

{3.1.-25}, and appears as 

or 

E = EuG,G, = [u" + }(uu l']G,G, 

E = EuG1G1 = [ U + ¥l]G1G1 

Now, if a linear constitutive relation, of the form 

exists between S and E, then 

{4.2.-29} 

{4.2.-30} 

{4.2.-31} 



S = (2~ + A)Ell 

or s = y[u + } u2
] 

where y = 2~ + >.. 
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{4.2.-32} 

{4.2.-33} 

. {4.2 .-34} 

Denoting S/y as cr, then {4.2.-33} yields U as 

u - ( 1 + 2cr) ~ ·- 1 {4.2.-35} 

and the relationship of the various stress components may be written 

in the form 

{ 1 + 2cr h = ( 1 + 2cr) ~s == 'I' . {4 .2 .·-36} 

so that T and U are both represented In terms of cr (or cr appeat-s 

In the capacity of a parameter). 

From {4.2.-36}, S and T are seen to be related as 

T = s[l + ;sj~ {4.2.-371 

or {4.2.-38} 

and from this result, with {4.2.-33}, U and T are seen to be 

related as 

T = ~( U) ( U + 1) ( U + 2) {4.2.-39} 

or yU3 + 3yU2 + 2yU - 2T - 0 {4.2.-40} 

The complementary strain energy density U~ may now be evaluated. 
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Recalling that U~ is given as 

u~ = T: r- u~ . {4.2. -41} 

then T: f is found, in this case, as 

T : f = Tf11 = T(l + U} {4.2.-42} 

However, as 

fu = (1 + u) = 1 + [(1 + 2cr)~- 1] = (1 + ?-cr)~ 

. {4.2.-43} 

then from {4.2.-36} and {4.2.-43} 

•r:r = ?...:: 1<: 
[S(1 + 2o) 2](1 + 2o) 2 

= S(l + 2cr) {4.2.-44} 

and this result may be given completely in terms of S, as 

T: r = s[l + :Z:] · {4.2.-45) 

c The remaining term in the expression for Uo, namely the strain energy 

s Uo, is found as 

u~ = J T :·elF {4.2.-46} 

or so Js:clE s Uo = {4.2.-47} 

or as either of the other two possible representations, as discussed 

In §2.2 •• In the first case, U~ is obtained as 
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u~ = J T d[(l + 2a)l,;] 

= j"s(l + 2o)~(l + 2a)-~ da .. 
= J~dB 

s2 
. {4 .2 .-40} = 2y 

This result, of course, could also have been obtained from the inte

gration of S :dE, as 

If. ~ Js:dE 
= JrEu dEu 

since the construction of the strain energy density function in all 

four sets of variables must lead to the same result. 

from the express ions for '1': r- and s Uo, the complementary 

strain energy density is obtained as 

u~ s [1 + ~s-] 
s2 

= - 2y 

= 382_ + s 
2y 

= ++~] {4.2.-49} 

This result may be expressed in terms of T, from the solution of 

· {4.2.-38} or {4.2.-40): if 
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{4.2.-50} 

and A = [~ + 1/f' 8 = [~- 1/lr/, {4.2.-51} 

with ( = -~{A + B + (A - B)/=3] {4.2.-52} 

then U may be given, in terms of T, as 

u = ~- 1 

and S is obtained from {4.2.-33} as 

In simpler form, if 

then 

3/3'T cos cp = --y 

2 cp 
~ = 13' cos 3 

and U and S follow as given by {4.2.-53} and {4.2.-54}. 

{4.2.-53} 

{4.2.-54} 

{4.2.-55} 

{4.2.-56} 

Verifying this result, the constitutive relation may be examined in 

the form 

. {4.2.-57} 

since cr is employed in the capacity of a parameter in the formulation 

of U~. Since 

acr (1 + 2o:)~ 
aT = y{l + j(j} 

. {4.2.-58} 

and au~ 
= y(l + 3o:} a a 

. {4 .2 .-59} 



then au~ = aT·-
1 

(1 + 2o)~ = u + 1 = r11 
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{4.2.-60} 

as desired. Similarly, the energy density W~ of the LEVINSON 

formu I at ion, i • e., 

W~ = T : u - Lt~ . { 4 • 2 • -6 I } 

may be obtained from the expressions for T, U and U~ as given 

above. From {4.2.-35} and {4.2.-36}, 

T : u = yo ( 1 + 2a) \[ ( 1 + 2cr) ~ - 1] 

{4.2.-62} 

so that w~ becomes 

4.2.-63 

The volume integral of the density U~ yields the total complementary 

energy Uc, or 

{4.2.-64} 

so 

and, as S is constGnt over the cross-sectional area and the length in 

this case, then 

{4.2.-65} 



This expression represents the total complementary energy for a uni

dimensional member subjected to axial forces. 
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Ll BOVE has obtai ned a corresponding expression, under the 

assumption that the elongation, e, (the total displacement> of the bar 

is a function of the total force F applied to the end points. In this 

case, he obtained the result 

H
0 = FL + fe dF {4.2.-66} 

or, in the case of "a bar which obeys Hooke"s law", he obtained 

{4.2.-67} 

where E denotes the modulus of elasticity (corresponding toy, above). 

Ll BOVE observed that "It is important to note that [He] is not the 

same as the definition usually given for the complementary energy of 

a bar. The usual definition consists only of the second part •...• 

While the usual definition is sufficient for trusses with negligible 

rotations [small changes of geometry], the extra term FL in the new 

definition is needed for application to trusses whose bars undergo 

large rotations [large changes of geometry]. It wi II become clear 

through the later discussion that when the rotations are assumed to 

be vanishingly small, the extra terms in the new definition reduce to 

a constant, which may be dropped from the complementary energy 

expression, thus bringing the new complementary-energy theory into 

agreement with the conventional one". 

It is important to note that LIBOVE'S explanation of the 

nature of the energy He is in error. The term FL has no relation 
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whatever to the finite aspect of the theory and, in fact, remains 

constant for alI deformations of the member-- finite or infinitesimal. 

It is the energy We of the LEVINSON formulation which reduces to the 

Hconventional" expression, not the energy He of the LIBOVE Theorem 

(or its generalization, the energy Ue of the present theorem). The 

term FL arises as a nat•Jral consequence of the conjugate variables 

which are selected for the formulation of the theorem. In the general 

case, FL corresponds to the term ~1h i ch marks the dIfference bet1-1een 

the functions We and Ue: namely, the volume lntegr·ar' ofT: I. In the 

case of d i scr·ete forces, this difference is represented, as noted by 

· {4.1.-19}, as R. • F .. This is easily established by considering the 
l. l. 

original specification of the system: 

Thus, the term R. • F. is found as 
l. l. 

R. • F. = K • {-F) + (K + L) • F 
l. l. 

= Fr. 

{4.2.-68} 

{4.2.-69} 

{4.2.-70} 

and this term remains unchanged (in form, not rnagn i tude), whether the 

deformation is finite or infinitesimal. Thus, the term FL in LIBOVE'S 

formulation is a function of the choice of conjugate .variables and is 

not a term Nhich arises as a result of the finite nature of the 
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defonnation. 

F2L The second term in LIBOVE'S expression, iAE' agrees with the 

"conventional" expression because it is precisely that. A linear 

force-displacement relation considered with a linear stress-strain 
- 1- -

relation implies a strain tensor of the form E = 2(u + Uc) in which 
= = 

the term U • U is neg I ected. Consequent I y, the comp I ementary strain c 

energy is obtained as a result of the infinitesimal theory. Of course, 

the use of a linear force-displacement and stress-strain relation may 

wei I be a very reasonable approximation in the analysis of engineering 

problems, due to the nature of most 'engineering materials', but it is 

essential to note that in such a case, the theory is not a true "finite 

theory". Rather, It becomes a theory of -in6.i.n-Uuimal. eltu,;Ucay, in 

which the equations of equl librium are considered in terms of the 

de601rmed geome.tJty, or a "hybrid theory". 

From the expression {4.2.-65} for the complementary strain 

energy Uc, it is seen that 

= L(U + 1) {4.2.-71} 

However, as 

{4.2.-72} 

in this case, due to the nature of the force system, then 

auc = ut + L = l a;: {4.2.-73} 



\'/here .t represents the I ength of the member after deformation and 

Ut (=Ud denotes the total elongation of the member. This result 

agrees with the corresponding genera! statement, previously given as 

c 
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aw a ( c - ~ ) U. = "i\- = -"- U - R. • f·. 
1 oF. oF. J J 

{4.2.-74} 
1 1 

Here, R. •F. has been established as FL, so 
J J 

or 
c 

= ~Y._-L 
()F 

{4.2.-75} 

and it is seen that {4.2.-73} and {4.2.-75} represent the same 

relationship, as required. 

4.3. THE STRESS-STRETCH RELATION 

It is instructive to examine the relationship of the Lagrange 

stress to the state of stretch, as discussed in §3.3 .. The unidlmen-

sional continuum provides a convenient vehicle by means of which this 

may be accomplished, due to the simplicity of the expressions in this 

case. 
= 

As noted in §3.3., a state of stress T may be expressed in 

= terms of the state of stretch V, as 

r = !(v) {4.3.-1} 

which is mapped by ~~ into a reI at I onsh i p between the Lagrange stress 

tensor and 1', 



T = rrn . {4.3.-2} 

In the case under consideration at present, 

{4.3.-3} 

and i = 1 {4.3.-4} 

so the relationship to be examined wil I appear in the form 

T = 1t(v) {4.3.-5} 

Since a I inear constitutive relation (in terms of the TREFFTZ stress 

i and the strain r> has been assumed for purposes of discussion 

above, it w i II be assumed that this r·e I at ion is st i II enforced: the 

corresponding r·e I at i onsh i p in terms of T and V w i II then be 

deduced. Since 

E = !.(c- T) 
2 

then c = 2'E'+I = r·r c 

or, denoting ell as c, rll as r, etc., in this case, 

c = 2E + 1 = r2 = v2 

The relation of S to E, previously given as 

S = (2v + A)E = yE 

yields {4.3.-6} as 

{4.3.-6} 

. {4.3.-7} 
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c = ( 1 + 2a) -- v2 {4.3.-8} 

where a = S/y, as before. Now, as 

~ 
T = ycr ( l + 2a) 2 = . yoV . {4.3.-9} 

and as cr = i(v2 ·· 1) . {4.3.-10} 

then the stress-stretch relation Is obtained as 

T = av(v2 
- 1) .{4.3.-11} 

where a = y/2 denotes the material constant. 

This relationship, produced by a linear constitutive relation 

(in terms of ~ and r>, is seen to be nonlinear. Of course, this 

result was anticipated, since a linear relation of s to r is a 

I inear relation of S to the stretch quadJta.:t.ic., V • V. 

The cubic form of the relation of T to V, with multiple 

values at the zero-stress state CV = -1, 0, +1) raises the question of 

the single-valuedness of the inversion V = 6{T). However, as may be 

observed from {4.3.-6}, 

lvl ~ 1 · {4.3.-12} 

so that the multi-valued region -1 < V < +1 presents no obstacle 

whatever. Since the relationship {4.3.-1 I} is monotonic in the 

reg ions V ~ ·-1 and V ~ +1 (everywhere except -1 < V < +1), and 

since lvl ~ 1, then it is of no consequence that the relatio~ship is 

multi-valued in the region -1 < V < +1, as this region is inadmissible. 
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The lagrange stress T may thus be prescribed in terms of any 

function of the stretch V which is deemed appropriah'l to the consi"i

tution of the material under consideration. It Is not necessary that 

the function be single-valued in the interval -1 < V < +1, since thls 

region Is an inadmissible one. 

Comparing the expressions for T in terms of V and T in 

terms of U (as given by {4.2.-39}), 

T = o:V{V2 
·- 1) = o:r(r 2 

- 1) 

T ::.; au(u + 1) (u + 2) 

.{4.3.-11} 

{4.3.-13} 

it Is observed that the latter admits zero-stress state values of 

U = -2, -1, 0. However, as the region -2 < U < 0 is inadmissible, 

then the inversion U = k(T) presents no difficulty. 

It is of interest to note that equation {4.3.-13} shows the 

order of approximation which is implicit in the assumption that the 

force is a I inear function of the <total) displacement. In this case, 

U is considered to be negligible with respect to 1, and T is 

assumed to be 

T == o:U(U + 1)(U + 2) ~ 2aU = yU 

It then follows that 

or FL = yAU t 

{4.3.-14} 

. {4.3.-15} 

. {4.3.-16} 
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so FL = Ay . {4.3.-17} 

which is tho familiar expression of the infinitesimal theory. 

Both zero-stress state conditions (in terms of V and of U) 

follow ·from the criterion of pure rigid deformation 

c = 1 {4.3.-18} 

or, hen:!, c = 1 . {4.3.-19} 

· and from the relation of C, V and U, 

C = V2 = (U + 1)2 = 2E + 1 {4.3.-20} 

Thus, the Lagrange stress T may be prescribed in terms of 

f (or· V) as in the present theorem, or in terms of U = f -· 1 as in 

the LEV I NSON for·mu I at ion, according to the constitution of the 

material, and the Complementary Potential Energy Principle for finite 

deformations assumes the forms given in §3.4. 



CHAPTER V 

Conclusion 

5.1. CONCLUSIONS 

This t1ork estab I i shes the genera I Pr inc i pIe of Comp I ementary 

Potential Energy for the case of finite deformations of an elastic 

continuum, in which the Lagrange stress tensor T and the deformation 

gradient r appeai~ as the appropriate conjugate variables. This study, 

\'thich was generated by an investigation of LEVIN~;ON'S Theorem, serves 

to estab I Ish severa I Important resu Its regardIng the Pd nc i pIe and its 

formulation, and also relates the various functionals and different 

tensor variables which have been proposed for the construction of the 

Principle. 

The formulation of the Princip!El by means of the Lagrange 

stress tensor and the Lagrange stra l n tE-)nsor or d i sp I acement grad lent 

U has been demonstrated to be a valid construction of the Principle. 

The inversion of the constitutive relation 

T = n(u) = 11<.r - 1) .{5.1.-1} 

to express U in terms of T, as 

u = r- I = l(if} {5.1.-2} 

has been established as no.t al.wa.y.6 hnpo-6.6-i.bte., due to the explicit 

dependence of the Lagrange stress tensor on r. Therefore, LEVINSON'S 
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formulation of the Principia has been shown to be a valid one, in 

contrast to the previously··held opinions that it could never be valid 

as a consequence of the supposed impossibility of constitutive relations 

of the form {5. I . ··2L 

As a matter of interest, it is noted that the direct tensor 

formulation of this \'lor·k, in which the lagrange stress tensor is con-

structed as 

T = S•f 

demonstrates with almost deceptive simplicity that T is a function 

of I' i..n ill e.nV.Jc.e:ty (the fundamental requirement of inversion). The 

original definition of this t~nsor, however, as first given by GREEN 

and ADKINS in the indirect form 

does I ittle to demonstr~ate this fact. Even in the semi-indirect form 

the relationship appears to be only a "change of basis", as noted by 

GREEN and ADKINS. This, of course, is true: but the far-reaching 

consequences of this "change of basis", such as the nature of the 

tensor T, as established In this work, are of far greater importance 

than the change of basis, pett .&e.. 

As previously noted, the fact that {5.1.-2} is not always 

impossible cannot· ba construed to mean that such a relation is always 

possible., That is, constitutive relations ln terms of •r and U may 
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certainly be constructed in such a form that inversion is not possible, 

as Is true for constitutive relations in terms of S and C (or S 
and E, etc.). The important point, however, is that T and U form 

a set of conjugate variables, the nature of which does not preclude 

inversion. This may also be said of the sets of variables f.f,r}, f:S,c} 

and f:S,E}, but not, for example, of the sets (:S,r}, f:S,UG, fT,r} or 

(T,u}, for the reason discussed In Chapter III. 

The validity of LEVINSON'S formulation having been established, 

it was demonstrated that the complementary strain energy We, repre

senting the volume integral of the density function W~ of this 

theorem, was Identical with the energy We of the CROTTI Theorem for 

discrete force systems or "finite elastic systems". Thus, it was shown 

that the LEVINSON Theorem represents the direct generalization of the 

CROTTI Theorem to continuous stress systems. That is, the energy We 

of LEVINSON'S formulation has been established as the true finite 

counterpart of the complementary strain energy of the infinitesimal 

theory, as the function we reduces to the volume integral of ur in 

the infinitesimal case, and we therefore appears as the energy 

function in both the CROTTI Theorem and the Complementary Potential 

Energy Principle in both (finite and infinitesimal) cases. Conse

quently, LEVINSON'S Theorem was found to be the most advantageous form of 

the Complementary Potential Energy Principle for finite deformations. 

Briefly,.the functional of LEVINSON'S Theorem is given as 

= {5.1 .-3} 



where the Lagrange stress tensor must satisfy the conditions of 

adm iss i b i I i ty 

I > 
() • T 0 {5.1.-4} ---- .. 

()R 

2) r xT ::: (f {5.1.-5} 

Further Invest i ga·~ ion of the nature of the comp I emeni"ary 

strain energy density function W~ of the LEVINSON for·mulation, 

defined as 

w~ = rr: ii- u~ {5 .l.-6} 
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revea I ed, hm>~ever, that this energy density is gener·a II y a funct"i on of 

rigid-body rotations in the displacement field. This does not con-

stitute an error in the LEVINSON formulation. In fact, it is a r·esult 

which is not even inconsistent with the nature of the other variables 

employed In the formulation, since ~ and U are both functions of 

r and hence, of the finite rotation tensor ¢. Constitutive rel<:•tions 

In the form 

{5.1 • .:.7} 

are therefore entirely permissible for an energy density W~ which is 

a function of rigid rotations, due to the nature of the variables T 

and U. However, the original constitutive relation of the elastic 

mater! a I in terms of the same vari abIes, name I y 

= ()U5o T = . {5.1 .-8} 
au 
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employs an energy density <the strain energy density U~} \'thich is not 

a function of rigid rotations. Consequently, it was considered that a 

constitutive relation based on a function U~, which Is independent of 

~~ w~ich inverts to yield a constitutive relation based on a functlon 

W~, which is dependent on -~, is not particularly advantageous. Such 

an inversion, it was felt, would necessarily require caution in its 

use and would be less convenient than a relation based on U~ which 

Inverts to yield a relation which is also independent of. rigid rota-

tions. For this reason, it was stated that the CROTTI Theorem has no 

convenient generalization to continuous stress systems: the generali7.a-

tion is LEVINSON'S Theorem, but this requires the use of the function 

W~ which is dependent upon rigid rotations in the finite case (al1hough 

not in the infinitesimal case). 

Subsequent investigation revealed that it was possible to 

construct the Cornp I ementary Potentia I Energy Pd nc i pIe in a form ~~hi ch 

retained the advantages of the Lagrange stress fonnu I at ion, but which 

led to an energy density which was not a function of rigid rotations. 

In this ce~se <the present theorem), the Lagrange stress tensor T and 

the deformation gradient r were found to be the appropriate conjugate 

variables for the formulation of the Principle. In this regard, the 

construction of the rresent theorem in terms of T and r instead of 

= T and U is analogous to MASUR'S construction of the theorem in 

terms of S and C rather than ·~f and E. Both instances are seen 

to involve a change of the displacement-related variable only by the 

addition of the identity tensor I, for the purpose of securing a more 



advantageous form of expression. 

It has been established that constitutive relations may be 

constructed in terms of T' and r and that the inversion of such 
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relations is not generally impossible, due to the nature of the stress 

tensor T (this fact is estab I i shed; it then fo I lows that the same is 

true for ¥ and U, as stated above). Thus, the inversion of the 

relation 

i£ = R.(l~) = E(u + 1) {5.1.-9} 

to express r in terms of '1', as 

f = ij + 1 = 1(¥) .{5.1.-10} 

has been demonstrated to be not always impossible. However, as 

previously observed, an inversion may be impossible because of its 

par-ticular form -·- as is true for constitutive relations in terms of 

any tensor variables. It was shown that relations in terms of T and 

1' bear interpretation as a reI at ion of the state of stress to the 

state of stretch, and the rationale of such relations is therefore more 

easily constructed in terms of these var i abIes than in terms of 'l' 

and U. 

The complementary strain energy density function c Uo of the 

present theorem, defined as 

u~ = 'T: r- u~ {5.1.-11} 

has been established as an energy density which is not a function of 

rigid rotations. Thus, the constitutive relation 
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= 
T = {5.1.-12} 

and its inversion 

r = u+I . {5.1.-13} 
aT 

are both based on energy density funct-ions which are independent of 

rigid rotations. 

The Complementary Potential Energy Principle of the present 

formu I at ion has been shown to reduce d i reci·l y to, and therefore to 

contain as a spec i a I case, the Ll BOVE Theorem, in the case of systems 

of discrete forces or finite elastic systems. Thus, the present 

theorem represents the direct generalization of the LIBOVE Theorem to 

continuous stress systems. Although the complementary strain energy 

Uc of the present theorem, representing the volume integral of the 

density U~, has been estab I i shed as being different from the energy 

We of the CROTT I Theorem (for this is LEV lt·ISON 1 S energy), it has been 

demonstrated that the CROTTI Theorem may sti II be expressed in terms 

of Uc in a r·easona b I y simp I e form. Thus, the present formu I at ion 

eliminates the dependence of the complementary strain energy function 

on rigid rotations without sacrificing the CROTTI Theorem for discrete 

force systems. 

The conditions of admissibl !ity have been established for the 

Lagrange stress tensor T of the present formulation, in a form \vhich 

is amenable to a stress-function solution to the problem, and which 

does no·~ require the exp I i c 1 t use of rec i proca I base vectors of the 
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deformed state. It has been noted that the admissibility conditions of 

the present theorem are identical with the admissibility conditions of 

the LEVINSON Theorem, as i'he stress tensor variable remains the same 

in both formulations, although the displacement-related tensor variable 

differs by the identity tensor. 

The unidimensional continuum has been examined, and the results 

have been compared to the results of i'he infinitesimal theory. The 

erroneous interpretation of the nature and the origin of the term 

· R. • F. in the discrete-force formulation, as given by LIBOVE, has been 
~ ~ 

corrected. It has been shown that this term arises as a result of the 

particular conjugate variables employed, and is not peculiar to finite 

de format ions. 

The complementary strain energy density functions proposed by 

other authors have been examined, and the relationships between these 

functions have been constructed. It has also been demonstrated that 

the four different formulations which have been discussed, representing 

four different sets of conjugate tensor variables, have arisen as a 

result of the fact that the strain energy density function U~ may be 

constructed in these different variables as the same f-unction. 

Specifically, it has been shown that 

oU~ = X: oY {5.1.-14} 

where {X,Y} = (8,-E}, {T,U}, {T,r}. Each of these four sets 

of variables has then been shmm to yield a different formulation of 

tho complementary strain energy density func-~ion, by means of a 
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Legendre transformation on the variables of the set. The first set, 

· {S,E}, generates the Classical (and the REISSNER) fonnulation 1 in which 

the complementary energy density ur is found: this formulation 

results in the coupling of stress and displacement componen-ts, as 

previous I y noted. The set {S ,~.:C} generates the MASUR fomu I at I on, in 

which the energy density Q is found:· this formulation avoids the 

difficulties of the Classical form of the Principle, and is the most 

advantageous form of the theorem in terms of the TREFFTZ stress tensor. 

The set ff ,U} generates the LEV I NSON tormu I at ion, in which the energy 

density w~ is found: this formulation has been shown to represen-t the 

true finite counterpart of "!-he infinitesimal theory, and \'/Ould be the 

most expedient of a I I four representations, \'I ere it not for the fact 

that W~ is a function of rigid rotations. The set {'li,~f'} generates 

the present theorem, in which the energy density u~ is found: this 

formulation avoids the construction of a complementary strain energy 

which is a function of rigid rotations; also, the present formulation 

reduces to the LIBOV F. Theorem for finite e I ast l c systems and retains 

a simple relation to the energy (l)c of the CROTTI Theorem. Thus, the 

present theorem represents the most advantageous form of the Comple-

mentary Potentia I Energy Pri nc i pIe in terms of the Lag range stress 

tensor. 

In summary, the following facts and their subsequent conclu-

sions have been established by this work. The nature of the Lagrange 

stress tensor, as determined by the direct tensor formulation, has 

been €stabl ished as such that constitutive relations in terms of T 
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and U do admit inversion. Consequently, it is concluded that 

LEVINSON'S Theorem is valid, contrary to previous argument·s regarding 

the impossibility of such inversions (and the subsequent impossibility 

of LEVINSON'S formulation). It has also.been established that 

LEVINSON'S complementary strain energy represents the energy function 

which is appropriate to the CROTTI Theorem, and which reduces to the 

classical expression in the case of infinitesimal deformations. Thus, 

it is concluded that LEVINSON'S complementary strain energy represents 

the true finite extension of the complementary strain energy of the 

infinitesimal formulation. The LEVINSON energy has been shown to be a 

function of rigid rotations in the displocernent field, and a new corr:p··· 

lementary strain energy density function has been defined by T and 

f, to re-formulate the Principle in such a way that this characteristic 

of the ene:rgy is avoided. In addition, the latter formulation has been 

demonstrated to be the direct genera I i zat ion of Ll BOVE' S Theorem, and 

has been shown to retain a simp I e reI at i onsh i p to the CROTTI Theor~em. 

Therefore, it is cone I uded thai· the forrnu I at ion of the Pr inc i pIe in 

terms of T and r represents the most advantageous form of the 

Principle in terms of the Lagrange stress tensor, and that the CROTTI 

Theorem has no convenient generalization to continuous stress systems 

in finite elasticity, in contrast to the case of infinitesimal 

elasticity. The relationship of alI four complementary energy density 

functions proposed for the construction of the Principle has been 

examined. From this, it is concluded that all are valid, and that 

four such functions exist as a consequence of the four possible 



definitions of the strain energy density in terms of four different 

sets of tensor variables. 

5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
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Since this work has established the validity of the Complemen

tary Potential Energy Principle in which the Lagrange stress tensor 

appears as the stress variable <LEVINSON'S or the present Theorem), 

it is hoped that future research in this area may be devoted to the 

application of the Theorem to problems of engineering interest. 

The primary objective of future investigations will doubtless 

be the construction of constitutive relations in terms of T and r 

(or T and U) which describe the material properties of the system 

under investigation. Once such relations have been constructed, the 

Theorem may be employed to advantage, due to the simplicity of the 

functional form. Certainly, the one-dimensional or "structural" case 

represents the point at which investigation is I ikely to begin, for 

two reasons. First, this case is one of considerable practical impor

tance, as the majority of structures which are currently being designed 

are "I inear element" structures. Second, this case represents the 

simplest area of application of the theorem. In this regard, the 

theorem should be investigated for simple cases of Idealized two

dimensional elements which are usually considered in the same context 
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as one-dimensional elements: e.g., linear elements subjected to flexural 

I oad i ng systems ("beam e I ements"). This case, repr~esent i ng one of great 

practical value, is one of the simplest cases of a continuous stress 

distribution which is not constant throughout the member. LIBOVE has 

examined this case by means of his formulation of the theorem, but 

since his theorem is restricted to the consideration of discrete forces, 

he was forced to consider the stress distribution in a flexural member 

as a superposition of discrete forces. The present theorem, which 

represents the generalization of the LIBOVE Theorem to continuous 

stress distributions, is not subject to this restriction, and is there

fore mor·e appropriate to the analysis of such a system. The results of 

such an Investigation would be quite valuable, particularly in the 

event that the order of approximation of LIBOVE'S results could be 

established for particular classes of problems. In this event, it 

would be possible to predict the cases in which the simpler fonnulation 

of the theorem (LIBOVE'S Theorem) could be employed without significant 

error. 

The theorem will probably prove to be of greatest value in the 

true two-dimensional case, in the analysis of thin plates, thin shallow 

shells, and plane strain problems in general. In this regard, a 

detailed investigation of stress function tensors which satisfy the 

conditions of admissibility would be of considerable value. Although 

a great deal of informc:<tion regarding stress function tensors (and 

displacement functions) has been accumulated in terms of the familiar 

representations of these quantities, such as the CAUCHY-GREEN Tensor, 
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the TREFFTZ Tensor and the strain tensor, very little is known of such 

functions in terms of the variables of the present formulation. 

Since it will doubtless be difficult to obtain solutions to 

all but the simplest problems in analytic form, as is true for 

elasticity problems in general and finite elasticity problems in 

particular, the subject of approximation techniques should be investi-

gated with regard to their application to the present theorem. 

Approximations in the constitutive relation should be examined, in 

order to obtain the simplest possible meaningful relations for 

particular situations. 

= 
Since the "physical significance" of a relationship between S 

and E is more readily interpreted than one b~tween T. and r due 

to the length of time for which the former set has been in use, the 

construction of constitutive relations in terms of T and r might 

be Investigated as follows. If a constitutive relation (invertible) is 

prescribed In terms of T and r, and this relationship is assumed to 

be the "fundamental" relation for the material, then the relationship 

between S and E which follows from this fundamental relation may 

be constructed as a "secondary" relation, for purposes of comparison. 

The two constitutive relations wil I, of course, specify the same 

condition in terms of two different sets of variables: the relation of 

T to r <or u, if desired> will be employed in the Complementary 

Potential Energy Principle, while the equivalent relation of S to 

E will provide a comparison to the better-known forms of constitutive 

relations. 
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The Existence of t~e Complementary. 

Strain Energy Density Function 

Consider the complementary strain energy density function 

defined for an elastic continuum (one for which the strain energy 

density ~ exists as a state function> from the function ~ and 

the lagrange variables T and r, by means of a general contact 

transfonnat ion 

u~ = T :r- u~ <A-1) 

The finite nature of this definition of U~ (as opposed to the 

differential nature of the definition of U~> shows that no ancillary 

conditions are required for the existence of U~ as a state function. 

That is, .the c.omp£.eme.n.ta1ty .6:tJLO)_n enVlgy deru.Uy ex..iJd:-6 ao a. .6.ta.te 

6unct.ion l6 .the. .6.tJr.iU.n eneJr.gy den1>Uy ex.Uu M a. 1.d.a.te 6unc.tlon. 

This assertion, which has been the subject of some dispute, may be 

proven as follows. 

From the definition of U~, consider the total differential of 

this quantity, as 

dui = d(T : r) - du~ (A-2) 

or dU~ = T : cfF + f : elF - dU~ (A-3) 

However, as 
s - -

dUo = T : cfr 

A-I 
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by virtue of {2.2.-60}, then 

du~ = r: df (A-4) 

This.is the poin1· at which the dispute regarding the existence of U~ 

usually arises. It has been frequently noted that "equation (A-4) 

shows that the constitutive relation must be inverted, i.e., r must 

be expressed as a function of T, in order that U~ may exist". 

This is not true. The inversion of the constitutive relation is 

required for another property of U~, namely its .<..nde.pe.nde.nr.e. from 

lfo in its definition, but the inversion is not a prerequisite for the 

ex.L!>.tenc.e. of the complementary strain energy density. 

To prove this, proceed from (A-4) as follows, noting that no 

inversions have been postulated: r is still considered as the 

independent tensor variable, and T = Z(r). 

From c = -dUo = r: cf£ (A-5) 

since T = i(r), then 

dU~ = r : [ Ji': :~J 

or dU~ =r • T'a • JT' = .-.w 
ar 

Now, this may be written as 

<A-6) 

wher·e l:" -r. Ta 
':J. = ·- -

aT. r -. (A-7) 
ar ()f 
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Since ~ is a function solely of r, then U~ exists as a state 

function if ~-:elf is an exact or perfect differential. Thus, U~ 

exists as a state function if 

(A-8) 

which is the condition under which (A-6) becomes exact. In component 

form, this condition appears as 

CA-9) 

rs where a component ~ is given from (A-7), as 

(A-10) 

Therefore, U~ exists as a state function if 

3 [ 3Tijl 3 [ 3Tij] (A-ll) ar- rr ar-J = ar- ri. w-
pq J mn mn J pq 

ar ij aT1J 
+ r •. 

a2Tij ar ij aTij 
+ r •. 

a2.rij 
or = ar-w-- l.J ar ar ar-ar- l.J ar ar 

pq mn pq mn mn pq mn pq 

p q ()Tij a2Tij ij Cl2Tij 
+ r .. 0

rn0n ()T 
+ r .. o.o.~ ar ar = .. ~ ~r ar 1 J mn l.J pq mn l. J pq l.J mn pq 

a~q 
+ r .. 

()2Tij a'J!lln 
+ r •. 

a2rrij 
so = ar- l.J ar ar ar- l.J ar ar mn pq mn pq mn pq 

This may be written in the form 
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{A-12) 

However, the right-hand side of equation CA-12) must vanish identically, 

since it is necessary that 

artnn 
= ar- CA-13) 

pq 

in order that the strain energy density may exist as a state func-tion. 

Therefore, (A-12) becomes 

which is generally satisfied, as 

a2Tij 
ar ar 

pq mn 

i.e. 
a2Tij 

ar-ar- = 
pq mn 

for any component Tij of T. 

r .. 1 o, it 
l.J 

a2Tij 
ar ar = 

mn pq 

a2Tij 
ar ar mn pq 

(A-14) 

0 

CA-15) 

But equation (A-15) is nothing more than the specification 

that T must be a continuous function of r, a specification which is 

implicitly required by {2.2.-54} in any case. (The essential dif-

terence in equations (A-13) and CA-15) is of interest: the former 

represents a set of relations between the components of T' and r 
while the latter is me;cly a specification of continuity-- if the 

former is assured to exist!) 
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Consequently, the conditions {2.2.-52-56} which guarantee the 

ex.istence of Lfo also guaran-tee the existence of ~~ or: the c.ompte-

en~y den4~Y ~~ ~ a ~tate 6unct£on; constitutive inversion is 

not required. 

It is of interest to note that this statement is also true for 

the complementary strain energy density UT, formulated in terms of 

the strain tensor and the TREFFTZ stress tensor as 

ur = s: "E - u~ (A-16) 

as previously given by {1.3.-3}, where E represents the independent 

tensor variable and S = 1(E). In this case, the condition [corres-

ponding to (A-15)] which guarantees the existence of c ul as a state 

function, appears as 

a2sij 
()E ()E 

(A-17> 
mn pq 

since it was required that 

(A-18) 

in order to guarantee the existence of U~. It is observed here, that 
= 

if s is a linear function of E, such that 

S = ~:E (A-19) 

where 



is a fourth-order tensor known as the HOOKE tensor, then a component 

si? = GiGj:s is obtained as 

= 

and therefore, the strain energy density U~ is guaranteed to exist 

if I by ( A-18) I 

It It
or, as H f: H(E), 

.rnrs~p0q = Hpqrs0m0n 
r s r s 
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so Hmnpq = ~qmn (A-20) 

This is often called the "third type of symmet·ry" of the HOOKE Tensor; 

the first type (Hmnpq = Hnmpq) and the second type (Hmnpq = Hmnqp) 

follow from the symmetry of S and E, respectively. Noting that the 

first derivative of S with respect io E is a constant in this 

I inear case, then (A--17) is satisfied identically, and Ut exists as 

the state function specified by (A-16). 

It is noted that in the above ·developments, the complementary 

strain energy density is assured to exist as a function of r <or u> 
or E Cor C) if the strain energy density exists as a state function. 

However, the complemen·tary strain energy density does not necessarily 

exist as a function of T or S. If a constitutive inversion is 

possible, then U~ Cor W~> or Ut (or m, respectively, exists as a 

function of the state of stress T or S. 
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Mapp Ins. 

DEFINITION of an Ordered Pair 

An or·dered pair is defined to be a paIr of e I ements. "a" and 

"b", in which the order is fixed. Denoting such a pair as (a,b), 

(a,b). t- (b,a) (8-.1) 

unless "a" and "b" are identical elements. 

CARTESIAN PRODUCT 

If aEA and b£8, then the Cartesian product of set A and set 

8 is the set of all ordered pairs, in which the first element (or pre

element) is a member of set A and the second element (or post-element) 

is a member of set B: i.e., the set of all ordered pair·s (a,b). 

Denoting the Ca r·tes ian produc-t of A and 8 as A x 8, then 

Ax 8 = {<a,b) I aEA, b£8} 

Since A x 8 is as defined above, and 

8 x A = {(b,a) aEA, bcB} 

then A X 8 f. 8 X A 

as might be anticipated from (8-1). 

RELATION of Sets 

A relation, R, of a set A to a set 8 is a propositional 

B-1 

(8-2) 

(8-3) 

(8-4) 



funct!on for an ordered pair of unspecified elements, such as (a,b) 

where aEA and b£8, which yields a meaningful statement. 

An alternate definition of a relation may be constructed in 

pr·od~ct form, as follows. A relation, R, of ;:t set A to a set B is a 

subset of A x B. 

Thus, a relation of a set A to a set B is any rule which 

assigns to one or more elements of A, a correspondence with one or 

more elements of B. 
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From the product form of the definition, it·may be observed 

that there exists a definite order in the relation R, as R is a subset 

of Ax B, and Ax B 1 B x A, as established by (8-4). 

DOMAIN and RANGE 

The set of alI elements of the set A which are found as pre

elements of ordered pairs in R, is called the domain of R. The set of 

alI elements of the set B \'/hich are found as post-elements of ordered 

pairs in R, is called the range of R. Thus, if D denotes the domain, 

and R represents the range of R, then 

0 = . {a aEA, (a,b)ER} (8-5) 

R = {b br:.B, (a,b)r:.R} (8-5) 

MAPPING 

A particular type of relation between sets has become funda

mental for all aspects of mathematics. This type of relation is known 

as mapping, and has its primitive roots in the obscure LEIBNIZ 

definition of the properties of curves. 
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By definition, a mapping of a set A into a set 8 Cor, "a 

function of A into 8") is any rule of correspondence or propositional 

function, the variables of which are the elements of sets A and B, 

which assigns a unique element of 8 to each element of A. {Note that 

this definition does not require a unique element of B to be assigned 

to a unique element of A. This is a special type of mapping which will 

be discussed presently. ) 

Symbo I i ca II y, the statement that "f maps A i n"fo 8" appears as 

• f:A + 8 (8-7) 

An alternate definition of mapping may be constructed in the 

fonm of a product specification, as follows. A mapping of set A into 

set B is any subset Ax 8, in which every element aEA appears in only 

one ordered pair, and in which the set of ordered pairs of the function 

(or graphs of the function) are_ distinguished fr·om the rule of corres

pondence itself. 

The property which is characteristic of a mapping is the fact 

that any prescribed element of its domain corresponds to a uniquely

determined element of its range. For the mapping f: A+ B, the set 

A is called the domain of the function f, and 8 is called the co

domain of the function f. The range of the mapping is then defined by 

the elements in B which correspond to {or are assigned to) elements in 

A. Thus, if aEA, then 

R = {f(a) I aEA} (8-8) 



defines the range of the mapping. This set, which is a subset of B, 

may be written as 

R = f{A) c B (8-9) 

since the set of a! I f(a) defines the function f of {a}, and A={a}. 

Since the unique element bEB is determined by the mapping 

f.:A + E3 

and is given as 
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b = f(a) (B-10) 

then f(a) is cal led the image of aEA. It follows that the image of a 

set S c P is defined by the set of a II images of se:S. That is, 

so, 

f(S) = f{s I se:S} 

f(S) = {f(s) I sES} (8-11) 

This conclusion follows from (8-8) and (8-9) above, for the set A c B. 

Aga-in, it should be noted that, although a unique element bEB 

is determined by f: A+ 8, it does not necessarily folio"' that a unique 

element a£.A may be determined by the "reverse" mapping F: B +A. That 

is, it is possible that more than one element a£.A corresponds to the 

element b£.8. 

PRE-IMAGES and IDENTITY MAPPING 

Any domain element of the mapping f: A+ 8 (i.e., any element 

aEA) which has as its image the element bEB, is cal !ed the pre-image of 

b. That is, just as b = f(a) is cal led the image of aEA, so aEA is 

called the pre-image or "inverse image" of bEB. 
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The pre-image of a set S c P is the set of alI pre-images of 

the elements of S, and is prescribed for the mapping 

f:A _.. S 

as f-1 (S) = . {a aEA, f(a)ES} 

It is possible, but not necessary, that 

f-1 {5) = A 

(8-12) 

(8-13) 

(8-14) 

if (8-14) is true, a particular type of mapping exists which is more 

restrictive than the general type specified by (8-12). 

The mapping which causes each element of a set A to produce it

self as its image is ca!led identity mapping. In this case, the 

operating function f is denoted as I, and the gener·al expression 

becomes 

Thus, 

f:A-.. 8 

I:A -..·A 

I(a) = a 

and the range-R may be given as 

R = {I(a) aEA} 

which reduces, because of (B-16), to 

R = {a I aEA} = A 

It also follows, from (8-12) and (B-13), that 

I-1 (A) = ·{a I aEA, I(a)EA} 

which reduces to 

(8-15) 

(8-16) 

(8-17) 

(B-18) 

(B-19) 
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I-1 (A) = '{a I aEA} = A (8-·20) 

Fl na lly, 

I (A) = R : I -l (A) = A (8-21) 

INVERSE MAPPING 

Consider-ing the mappIng of X into Y, 

f:X -.. Y (8-22) 

that is, for xEX and yc.Y, considering the entire set of images 

f(x) = y (8-23) 

the question arises as to whether an inverse set of relations exists, 

such that 

g{y) = X (8-24) 

for a II xc.X and yc.Y, or in other words, 

g:Y _._X (8-25) 

That (8-24) follows from (8-23) [or (8-25) follows from (8-22] 

Is obviously not AL\i'AYS true, since It is possible that a unique image, 

y, may be obtained from more than one element x, as noted previously. 

Consequent I y, the inversion ( 8-25) wou I d requ i i·e that the domain be 

specified by Y, some elements of which do not possess aunique image 

in the range g{Y). 

Conversely, if it is possible to eschew a non-unique corres

pondence of the type described above, then it is seen that an inversion 

of {8-22) i~to {8-25) may be possible. {This wil I be constdered below.) 



ONTO r4APP I NG 

A mapping, such as 

f:A ~ B 

is said to be "onto", if every element bt:B is the image of at least 

one element ac.A. 

That is, B contains no elements which are not images of the 

elements of A. 

ONE-TD-ONE ~~APP I NG 

· A mapping, such as 

f:A ~ B 
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is said to be "one-to-one", If eve;-y image bc.B has a Uilique pre-image 

ae:A. 

Fr·om the foregoIng cons ide ra-tions of onto and one-to-one 

mapping, it is observed that if the mapping 

f:A-+ B 

is both onto and one-to-·one, then 

( i ) 

( i I > 

( i i i ) 

every element a£A has a unique Image be:B, wher·e f(a) = b 

every element b£8 has a unique pre-image ac.A 

no elements of 8 exist which are not images of the elements 

of A 

Consequent I y, it may be cone I uded that iff a mapp i·ng is both 

onto and on~-·to-one, then it is a reversible mapping <the inverse 

mapping exists). 

In such a case, 



f:X + Y 

admits the Inverse mapping 

g:Y +X 

or f - 1 : Y + X ( f - 1 - g) 

Or·, in tenns of the entire set of images, 

f(x) = y 

admits the.set of pre-images 

g(y) = X 
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(8-22) 

(8-25) 

(8-26) 

(8-23) 

(8-27) 

The onto and one-to-one correspondence ru I es may therefore be· 

considered as the necessary and sufficient conditions for the rever

sibility of a mapping (or the existence of an inverse mapping). 

EQUAL MAPPINGS 

Two mappings, 

f:A + 8 and g:A + 8 (8-28) 

are defined as equal mappings iff 

f(a) = g(a) (8-29) 

for all a€A. Or, briefly, the two mappings are equal iff 

f<A) = g CA) (8··30) 

COMPOSITE MAPPINGS 

Two mappings, e.g., 

f:A + 8 and g:B + C (8-31) 



may be expressed as a composite mapping 

(g o f) :A + C 

where the symbol o defines an operator such that 

(g o f)(a) = g[f<a>] 

Since, in general 

g[f<a>] f f[g<a>] 

then it wi II be assumed that, in general, 

(g 0 f)( ) # (f 0 g)( ) 

THEOREM I. 

For any mapping, 

f:A + B 

and the identity mapping, 

i . e., I:8 + 8 

then (I o f)( ) = f( ) 

PROOF: By definition of the composite operator, 

but 

(I o f)(a) : I[f(a)] 

I[ f( a ) ] = f( a ) 

as is required for identity mapping. 

Therefore, 

(I o f)( ) = f( ) 
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(8-32) 

(8~33) 

(8-34) 

<8-35> 

(8-36) 

(8-37) 

(8-38) 

(8-39) 

(8-40) 

(8-41) 
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THEOREM 2. 

If two mappings, 

f:A ~ 8 and g:8 + C (8-42) 

are both onto and one-to-one, then the composite mapping 

Cg o f > : A + C (8-43) 

is both onto and one-to-one. 

PROOF: To demonstrate that (8··43) is one-to-one if both members of 

(8-42) are one-to-one, consider two domain elements a , a e:A, such 
r s 

that a t a • Then r s 

f(a > 
r 

f(a } 
s 

since f is one-to-one. However, 

f ( a ) , f{ a ) e:8 
r s 

and therefore, are distinct domain elements of g. Thus, 

as g is one-to-one. This implies that 

(g o f)(a ) t (g o f)(a ) 
r s 

by definition of the composition (8-31). 

Therefore, (g o f)( ) is one-to-one. 

To demonstrate that (8-43) is onto if both members of (8-42) 

are onto, it is necessary to establish that every element of Cis the 

image of some element of A. 

If ce:C, then there exists some be:B, such that 



as g is 

as f is 

But 

g(b) = c 

onto. 

Similarly, there exists some ae.A, such that 

f<a) = b 

onto. 

Substitution then yields 

c = g(b} = g[f<a>] 

g[f<a>] ~ (g o f)(a) 

by definition of the composite mapping. 
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(8-46) 

(B-47) 

Thus, a£A is a pre-image of crC, and since c i5 arbitrary, 

then every element of C i~ the image of some element a£A, under 

(g 0 f)( ). 

Therefore, the mapping (g o f): A-+ C is onto mapping. 

THEOREM 3. 

If the mapping 

f :A -+ B 

is one-to-one and onto, then 

f-1 o f = I 

defines the identity mapping on set A 

(8-48) 

PROOF: The mapping f possesses an Inverse mapping f-1 , as f is both 

one-to-one and onto. 

Now, (f-1 o f)(a} = f-1[fCa>] 

by definition of the composition. Also, 

r 1[Ha>J == a 

by definition of the inverse f- 1 • 
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1 . Therefore, (f~ o f) (a) = a (8-50) 

Also, 1(a) = a (8-51) 

by definition of the identity mapping. 

Therefore, (f-1 o f)(a) = I(a) .(8-52) 

This holds for all aEA, since f is defined to be onto. Therefore, 

Cf-1 
0 f) = 1 

for the set A, or 

( f -l o f ) : A => 1 : A + A (8-53) 

. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF SETS 

In analysis, it frequently becomes necessary to combine 

elements of sets; this process cannot be treated adequately by mapping 

functions, since such functions may require that several elements fuse 

to form a new element (as in the case of composite mappings). This 

results, of course, in a loss of identity of the original elements, 

which defeats the purpose of the mapping in this particular case. 

For problems of this type, the concept of a product, e.g. the 

Cartesian product, is quite useful. 

S i nee the comb l nation of hm e I ements may be genera II y con-

sidered as an operation between two elements, combinations of this 

sort wi II be called "binary operations". 

DEFINITION: A binar·y operation on a set A represents any rule or 

process which orders a unique element of A to each ordered pair of 

elements of A. 
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A binary operation on a set A is a mapping of A x A into A, or 

* :A X A ~ A <B-54) 

That is, relation (8-54) states that the operator * maps A x A into A. 

If a, b, c€A, relation (8-54) specifies the set of operations 

a * b = c (8-55) 

thus demonstrating that * is an operat·ion on set A which assigns the 

element c to the ordered pair (a,b). Element c is then the image of 

(a,b) under *' and in s-trict mapping notation is represented as 

c = * (<a,b>) (8-56) 

However, it is customary to denote the image of (a,b) under *as a* b, 

as given by (8-55). This product notation will be employed in what 

follows. 

COMMUTATIVE Operations 

If, forall a, bE:A 

(8-57) 

in an operation * on A, then the operation * is said to be commutative. 

ASSOCIATIVE Operations 

If, for alI a, b, cEA 

(a * b) * c = a * (b * c) (8-58) 

in an operation* on A, then the operation* is called associative. 

DISTRIBUTIVE Operations 

If, for all a, b, ccA 

a o (b * c> = (a ~ b) * (a o c> (8-59) 



in the operations o and* on A, then the operation o is called pre

distributive (or "left-distributive") under *· 
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Analogously, o is called post-distributive {or "right-distribu

tive"> under *' if 

Ca * b) o c = Ca o c) * <o o c) (8-60) 

for alI a, b, ccA, in the operations o and * on A. 

If the operation o is commutative, then either type of distri

butivity (above) implies the other. In this case, o is simply said to 

be distributive under*· 

Similarly, if for all a, b, ccA, 

a * Cb o c) = (a * b) o Ca * c) CB-61 I 

in the operations* and o on A, then the operation* is called pre

distributive under o. 

Analogously,* is called post-distributive under o, if 

(a o b) * c = <a * c) o (b * c) (8-62) 

for all a, b, cEA, in the operations o and* on A. 

If the operation * is commutative, then either type of dis

tributivity (above) implies the other. In this case,* is simply said 

to be distributive under o. 

If* and o are both commutative, and if (8-59} and (8-61) [or 

(8-60) and (8-62>] hold simultaneously, then the former is the dual of 

the fatter, and conversely. 

As may be inferred from the above discussions, binary operations 

require the a. p!Ucltl. prescription of the set on which the operations 
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are defined. 

Thus, the definition of an algebraic structure may be con-

structed as follows. 

The prescription of a set, together· with the definition of one 

or more operations acting on this set, will be called an algebraic 

structure. 

The general abstract treatment of algebraic structures was 

initiated by the German mathematician, Gunther GRASSMANN in 1844. 

GROUPS 

One such a I gebra i c structure, which was initiated by the Fr·ench 

mathematician Evariste GALOIS and the Norwegian mathematician Niels 

Henrik ABEL, in connection with nonlinear algebraic equations, is 

ca II ed "group theory". 

The properties of groups derive from generalizations of the 

fundamental laws of arithmetic. 

In order to examine the theory of g r·oups r it is expedient to 

define two quantifying symbols, as follows. 

UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIER: 

Denote by v, the universal quantifier, which is defined to mean 

"for all" or "for every", and is employed in an operational capacity. 

e.g., V xe:P signifies "for all elements x in the set P", or "for 

every element x in the set P" 

V a,b,ce:A a* b = c signifies "for all elements a,b,c, in 

A, a * b = c". 
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EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIER 

Denote by 3, the existential quantifier, which is defined to 

mean "for some" or "for at least one", or "there exists at least one", 

and Is employed in an operational capacity similar to V. 

e.g., 3xEP I f(x) = a signifies "there exists at least one 

element x in the set P, for which f(x) = a" 

3P f Q c: P signifies "for some set P, Q Is a subset of P", 

or "there exists at least one set P such that P contains 

Q as a subset". 

DEFINITION of a Gro~ 

The algebraic structure which consists of the pr-escribed set 

G and the defined operation*' written {G, *>, is called a group iff 

it satisfies the following conditions. 

(a) G is c I osed \oli th re~pect to * 

I.e., (a* b)EG is unique for all a, bEG 

or Va, bEG I (a * b)EG is unique 

Thus, Va, b, cEG (a * b) ~ (a* c>; b ~ c 

(b) The operator * is associative in G, 

or Va, b, cEG I a ·* (b * c) = (a * b) * c 

(c) There exists an identity element i in G, such that the operation 

* with i has no effect on any element acG, 

or 3iEG I i * a = a * i = a, VacG 

(d) There exists an inverse element a-1 in G, such that the operation 

* of a-1 with aEG yields the Identity element icG, 

or 3a-1 cG I a-1 *a= a* a-1 = i, VacG 
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ABEL I AN Group 

If the algebraic structure <G, *)defines a group In \'thich the 

operation lf is commutative, then CG, *) is called an ABELIAN Group. In 

this case, then, 

Va, beGI a* b = b *a 

THEOREM 4. 

A group possesses a unique identity element. 

·THEOREM 5. 

For all a, b, cEG, a* b =a* c implies b =c. Similarly, 

b *a= c *a implies b =c. <This is known as the cancellation law 

for groups.} 

THEOREM 6. 

Each element of the set G in a group possesses a unique 

inverse. 

THEOREM 7. 

If a, x, bEG and CG 1 *) defines a group, then the equation 

a * x = b possesses a unique solution In G. 

NOTE: If a, bEG but xtG, then a * x is undefined. Consequently, the 

relation a * x = b cannot exist: thus, a, x, bEG If a * x = b. 

SUBGROUPS 

If Sc G where CS, *) denotes a group, then {S, *) Is called 

a subgroup of <G, *) under the ( i dent i ca I) operation *. 
THEOREM 8. 

The structur~e CS, *> is a subgroup of {G, *) if S c G, such 

that 
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I. S is closed under the operation* 

2. a-1e:S, Vae:S or, the element which is the inverse of ae:S is also 

a member of the set S (for alI ae:S>. 

SPECIAL GROUPS 

I. TRANSFORMATION Groups 

The set F of all one-to-one mappings of a set Into another set 

is a group with respect to an operation *• if the following conditions 

are satisfied. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

If 

If 

If 

f, ge:F then {f * g)e:F Is unique 

fe:F, then f * i = i * f = f, ie:F 

fe:F, then f-t£F 

A structure <F, *) which satisfies these conditions is cal led 

a transformation group. It is observed that Vte:F must be onto trans

formations in order that condition (c) be satisfied. 

Since the operation* is not generally commutative, it is 

anticipated that the group <F, *) wil I not generally be Abel ian. 

2. PERMUTATION Groups 

A one-to-one mapping of a set onto itself is cal led a permuta

tion, and any group of such mappings is known as a permutation group. 

RINGS 

A consideration of two binary operations on the elements of a 

set leads to the concept of a ring. 

DEFINITION of a Ring 

The algebraic structure which consists of a set R and the two 

binary operations* and o, written (R, *• o), such that 



(a) (R, *) is an Abelian group 

(b) o is associative in R 

(C) o is distr·ibutive (both pre- and post-distributive) under* 

in R 

is called a Ring. 
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The concept of a ring exhibits the absence of three properties 

of the algebraic structure (R, o), namely 

(a) commutativity of the operator o 

(b) existence of an identity element ue:R under o 

(c) existence of an inverse element r-1 e:R, Vn:R under o 

Any algebraic structure (R, o) which satisfies one or more of these 

three conditions yields a ring (R, *, o) which is of a restricted 

nature. 

A ring which satisfies (ai above, i.e., a ring in which the 

operation o is commutative in R, is called a commutative ring. 

A ring which satisfies (b) above, I.e., a ring in which an 

identity element ue:R exists under o, is called a unitary ring. <The 

identity element is denoted as u and is called "unity" to avoid con-

fusion with ie:R, which is the identity element under *). 

Thus, in a unitary ring, 

a o u = u o a = a Vae:R (8-63) , 

The unitary ring then possesses two identity elements, unity ue:R and 

identity ie:R, and in general, u ~ i, as may be observed from the 

following theorems. 



THEOREM 9. 

In any ring (R, -K, o) 

a * i = a 
} VaeR 

and ' a o = 

THEOREM 10. 

In any unitary ring (R, *, o), which contains at least two 

elements in R, 

~ u 
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An important algebraic structure is a ring which is commutative 

and unitary and which possesses one additional property: the proper·ty 

of i nteg ra I doma i n • 

DEFINITION of Integral Domain 

The commutative unitary ring (R, *' o) which contains more than 

two elements in R constitutes an integral domain if it possesses the 

following property. 

For any two elements a, be:R, such that 

a o b = 
the condition a= orb= i is valid. 

THEOREM II. 

If a, be:R in the ring (R, *' o), then 

(a o b)~1 = a o b-1 

THEOREM 12. 

(8-64) 

A commutative unitary ring which contains at least three 

elements is an integral domain iff, for any elements· a, b, c of the 
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ring, such that a~ i, the relation 

a o b = a o c 

implies that b = c 

THEOREM 13. (CONVERSE OF THEOREM 12.) 

In an integral domain (R, *, o) containing elements a, b, CER 

in which a~ i, the relation 

a o b ::: a o c 

implies that b ~ c 

Finally, the last absent property of a ring CR, *, o), namely 

the existence of inverse elements r-1 ER <VrzR> under o, leads to the 

concept of a "field". 

DEFINITION of a Field 

A commutative unitary ring <R, *, o) containing at least two 

elements is said to be a field if every element aER, except J, has an 

inverse under o. That is, if a-1 ER; VaER (a~ i) under o. 

Therefore, in summary, a field is an algebraic structure 

(F, *, o) containing at least two elements a, bEF, iff 

(F, *> (F I 0) 

(a) is associative (a> is associative 

(b) has an identity, (b) has a unity, u 

(c) has a-1 EF, VaEF (c) has a-1 EF, VaEF, a # 

(d) is commutative (d) fs commutative 

where o is distributive (pre- and post-distributive) under o. 
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THEOREM 14. 

Every field is an integral domain. 

ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF MAPPINGS 

Mapping functions permit a comparison between two sets. Thus, 

the question naturally arises as to whether the concept of mapping may 

be extended to sets in combination with operations, such as groups, 

ri~gs and fields. 

lt is intuitively evident that any comparison between any 

objects which consist of component parts, deals with the "size" and 

"shape" of these composite objects. Such objects are then said to be 

"the same" or· "equivalent" only if the "size" measures and the "shape" 

measures are identical for both (oral I) objects under consideration. 

Algebraic structures are compared in a manner analogous to the 

above. Thus, the "size" of two sets, considered as the objects, 

implies a measure of their elements, and the "shape" implies their 

binary operations. 

DEFINITION of a MORPHISM 

A mapping 

f:A-+ B (B-65) 

of a set A into a set B, which preserves prescribed operations, is 

called a morphism. 

HOMOMORPH ISM 

Two algebraic structures A and Bare said to be homomorphic, 

if there exists an operation-preserving mapping 

f:A -+ B (B-65) 
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which is not necessarily one-to-one or onto. The homomorphism of 

A and B is then denoted by A~ B (sometimes A~ 8). 

Thus, in homomorphism: 

(a) every element be:B appears at least once as an image 

(b) every operation between a, ce:A holds for the corresponding image 

elements b, de:B. 

Very explicitly, in terms of* and o, a homomorphism may be 

defined as follows, employing the symbolism of (8-65). 

A homomorphism with respect to * and o of a set A into a set 

8, denoted as "(A, *i B, o) - homomorphism", is a transformation A 

under* into B under o such that, for every a, ce:A and every f(a), 

fCc) e:B, 

f(a * c) = f(a) o f(c) (8-66) 

It Is observed that, under homomorphic mapping, the identity 

maps into the identity, and the inverses map into inverses. 

Furthermore, the homomorphic image of a group is itself a 

group, and the homomorphic image of a ring is itself a ring. 

ENDOMORPH I S~l 

If a homomorphism maps a set A into itself, 

f:A +A 

then the mapping is endomorphic, and the relationship 

f:A + 8, 8 = A (B-67) 

defines an endomorphism. (Recall that 8 ~A defines a subset, not a 

proper subset, relation). 
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AUTOMORPHISM 

If an endo~orphism Is one-to-one, then it is known as an 

automorphism. 

I SOMORPH I S~-1 

If a homomorphism 

f :A .... 9· 

is one-to-one and onto, then it is cal led an isomorphism. 

That is, a reversible homomorphism, sometimes written as 

(8-68} 

to indicate that 

and 

is called an isomorphism. 

f:A-+ 8 

f-1 : 8. ~ A 

This may be expressed in terms of * and o, as shown above for 

homomorphism, if so desired. 

When the (A, *; 8, o) - homomorphism is reversible, it is 

known as an CA, *; B, o)- isomorphism, and is usually written as 

(8, 0) (8-69) 

or A :: 8 (8-70) 

thus denoting that (A, *) and (8, o) are isomorphic. 

The following diagram of isomorphic transformation is quite 

beneficial: 

~~ f 
(B,o) 

·I: 
f<a) , fCc) 

f 
10 

a * c f(a· * c) :::: f<a) o fCc) 
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The d·i ag ram for homomorphism wou I d be exact I y as above, except 

that the operations f<a) and fCc) would not be r·evarsible (as they are 

above, for isomorphism). 

i.e. for homomorphism, f(a) = b 

for isomorphism, f(a) = b, f-1 (b) =a 

as shown on the diagram by reversible directions for f{a), f{c). 

The operators *and o are always "reversible", as 

* (<a,c>) <==> a * c, etc. 

THEOREM 15. 

If (G, *) represents a gr·oup which is isomorphic to the 

algebraic structure (S, o), then <S, o) is also a group. 

THEOREM 16. 

If (S, o) represents a group, then the set F of all functions 

from some set A to <S, o), constituting an algebraic structure <F, o) 

is also a group. 

LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 

If the algebraic structures discussed above represent directed 

spaces, then the morphisms are cal led linear transformations, I inear 

operators, or transformation tensors. 

TOPOLOGY OF MAPPING 

Geometry may be considered to be a study of equivalence 

relations on the set of alI geometric figures in some space. The 

equivalence relation in each case is determined by the al towable 

transformations: such transformations may involve shrinking, fle~<ure, 

stretching and twisting, and wil I produce ·two topologically equivalent 



geometric transformations. In the event that the transformations 

prescribe rigid displacement~ the relations are congruences. 
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It becomes necessary to formulate the topological equivalence 

remote from the descriptive point of view. In order to institute such 

a formulation, the concept of a neighbourhood is useful. 

DEFINITION of a Neighbourhood <Euclidian Plane) 

let P be a point in the Euclidian Plane and let d be cny 

positive real number. Then the set of all points in the· plane~ such 

that the distance to any point from P is less than d, is cal led a 

d-neighbourhood of P. 

Clearly~ the concept of a d-nelghbourhood facilitates the 

establishment of a precise notion of "nearness", through the choice of 

the positive number d. 

DEFINITION of the Continuity of Mapping 

A mapping 

f:A + 8 

Is continuous at a point PEA if, given any d-neighbourhood 0 of P, 

there exists a d*-neighbourhood D* of P, such that o*· c: D. Then f is 

said to be continuous iff it is continuous VPEA. 

In terms of "nearness" or "proximity", a function is continuous 

at a point P, if regardless of how near one approaches f(P) in the 

range, all points of some disc of centre Pin the domain possess 

images which are sufficiently "near" to f(P). 

DEFINITION of Homeomorphic Mapping 

If the mapping 



f:A + 8 

is one-to-one and onto, i.e., if 

f:A-+-+-8 
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such that both f and f-1 are continuous, then the mapping is called a 

homeomorphism. The sets A and 8 are then known as homeomorphic or 

topologically equivalent. 

It is easily demonstrated that the set of alI homeomorphisms 

of a plane forms a group with respect to mapping composition. However, 

such a development requires as a foundation, the concept of a d

neighbourhood, and the development is therefore restricted to Euclidian 

geometry. 
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HISTORICAL NOTES 

The Legendre Transforma-tion (p:~ge 38) 

The contact transformation known as the Legendre Transforma

tion should be denoted as the "Euler-Legendre Transformation", as 

Leonhard EULER presented the first formal development in 1732. The 

original concept of such a transformation is due to Gottfried-\'lilhelm 

Freiherr von LEIBNIZ, who applied it to the discussion of a circle in 

a Jetter to HUYGENS (November 6, 1673) and to the discussion of 

general curves in a letter ~o H. OLDENBURG (July 15, 1674). 

The Virtual Work Principle (~dge 5} 

Although OESCP.RTES \·!as the first to sketch the analytic form 

of the Virtual ~/ork Principle, Johann BERNOULLI was the first to 

provide a true analytical formulation thereof. BERNOULLI wrote t\'JO 

important letters to Pierre VARIGNON: the first of these was written 

August 12, 1714, regarding the work of RENAU and particularly the 

latter's book on ship mechanics. In this leti·er, the word "energy" 

was first employed to denote the product of force and displacem<:lnt. 

The second letter, \'tritten February 26, 1715, contained the first 

analytical formulation of the Virtual vtork Principle (this date was 

later misquoted in Varignon's book, 11Nouvelle Mecanique" --published 

posthumously 1725, Paris-- as January 26, 1717). 




